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Farm, Garden, and Household,
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Nature provides suitably for the dfill*rent climate,
omiitions, and habits of licr creatures. At Angora
di< clothes even the cat and dog, with line ilceey
a> well as the goat.
The Kuropean dog.
imported to India, becomes changed in form,
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instinct; horses kept for a series of
deep coal minis of Belgium, become
tine velvety hair, like the mole.
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Trout culture is receiving increased attention,
'limy who have dear gravelly streams, small
"lids, or large springs which feed a small brook,
liid with a little time and outlay, produce many
pounds of this excellent lish annually.
\\

There was a farmer once who hesitated not to
hurl all manner of invectives against hook farming,
and those who consulted books for advice. By
long experience and practical observation, he had
become quite successful in the culture of grapes and
trees.
Ilis fields were clean and fair, and highly
productive, ilis trees were vigorous, well adjustThe aim of all scientific and practical knowledge
ed, and profitable.
n agriculture, is to know the exact proportion of
In conversation with a friend, he related his ex:
he elements that compose the soil; to know those perience, entering into the minutest details, sometimes becoming quite eloquent when describing |
that should he added for any particular crop; and
liis victories over the enemies which infest them.
the exact proportion <>t the elements that enter into
"My knowledge," lie said, “was gained by dint
composition ot each crop. To this end is ail of application, by actual experience and hard labor.
It was none of your book knowledge, written bv
ientilic labor. For this arc Agricultural books
men who know nothing about farming."
aid p apers printed, and Agricultural College* es“Well." said bis friend, “if all Ibis valuable information, gained by assiduous labor and observaiablishcd.
tion
of so many years, and which you have so clear- (
dip-diod tanning is to he avoided. It indicates
ty described, were written out and published. |
* itiicssness
in the persons who practice it. and which would
you have a young and inexperienced i
t he slip- man do, take this as he finds it from your pen, or
oi
untrust Wwrthim
of character.
the
same tedious process that you have
shod lann o i- apt to be a dipperv fellow in every- go through
i gone through with, including all the vexations mil
thin!’.
losses V'
More >t"ck is what is needed in th»* fanning secThe question puzzled him. and he was silcul for
a
moment, but was ol diged to confess, :i1Ut :tlI
tion- ot .Maine to-day. Nock produce* manure,
(here was much that was valuable in book-, be-j
ami manure i- the urgent need of our farms every- cause
combining' ami relating the result- ami c\where Where stock i- kept largely. all the products { perienee of practical cultivators,
>o
1
not
condemn book farming. You may « ritiami
t
hi*
ensures
an*
emistnned
at
home,
0 I hi farm
j
ciso certain books very severely, because written
r
peril) in Agriculture.
by ignorant theoretical hands; but there i> always
f.i the fanner. promptness of action is indispen- good wheat as well as abundant dial!’. So tlu-rc
The j
ib'•
ts■!isj nothing t*> luck, but remember that arc many good hooks as well as poor ones.
! linn* may come when a single hint from a book or
'■rain
hate hick.
Anything dial need' doing
or
[paper may save your farm or orchard, add to !
i.
it now. To prevent m ami confusion be your wealth,
by telling you how to increase your j
I crops. [Farmers Club.
prompt in all your labors.
-s

j

no excuse ru lands to gr wv up with weeds,
ENTERPRISE IN FARMING.
ay. that there i- no Iimo to eradicate them. If
.it-;e m no time, one "of two things i' certain,!
are
inclined to think that more fanners fail in
AW*
!
the farmer is wanting in energy and enter- ! being what they wish to he, or in having what they
iiic
| want to have, through want of enterprise, than for
11 he ewltiv ales too much ground.
'the want of any other requisite. In industry and
Pick up knowledge, here, there and (‘verywhere.
frugality there is probably no class that equals
Always be on the alert to learn some new thing them. The money gained b\ honest toil in the
(Wains of sand compose field, is seldom wasted in the wine cup or on the
pertaining to husbandrgaming table. They work hard and long, and
tin earth, drop* ol water the >*\i.
By adding ! "<-ni|>ulously save their earnings; still, compara-!
I .tarn one i tivelv few become wealthy, and with those few the
wi
nave much.
iuan> links toy "t Is*
Try e.x- wealth acquired is ordinarily the work of a lifetiling at a tim* amt Icon it thoroughly.
time.
with brother farmer*, compare re- j
io iaments, talk
This comes, we think, ehieflv from a lack ot
-ults. ami by so doing rich stores of aerieultural enterprist—from being over cautious about enterA.
ing into any branch of farm ing operations that has
knowledge will he amassed.
not been thoroughly tried, tested ami declared
"ale. The old adage, “Nothing ventured, nothing
GATHER UP THE FRAGMENTS.
gained,” is exemplified in the lives of ninotv-nine
out of (*very hundred farmers.
Alb
tin- pie-- <>f haying j- over, alter tlu? lields I
A certain degree of caution is a good thing; but
11:i\ c been cleared of their hay. do lit»l neglect tin- ! it iquite as bad to have too much of it as too little.
1
in
For
loads,
lank
Mow
the
tough place.-.
places
|
every farmer who loses by showing some eni-tuic-. the unsightly places that were not mown terprise in raising new crops, sowing new varieties
of seed, or in branching out into some new line of
Willi the hay. 'flu- “rough fodder" will lie:
farming, there are a hundred who keep themselves
ttcfiilly iveei\ed by your stock, now and then, a- poor by always running in the same old ruts. It
be
also
i*.
ill
and
\\
useful,
•hang«
very profitable, is not to be expected that all new things will pay
in fanning, any more than they do in other kinds
Drake-, tender young buslie- of this
lo. b tiding.
of business; but some of them will pay, and these
\ear's growth, weeds, rushes, rank growing road- will compensate for what has been lost in
experi-1 I.*
plant-—all till a useful sphere, when applied to menting with the others. As a rule, a man thinks
better
of
his
himself,
and
think
better
of
neighbors
this u-e.
They n -t only -erv<* for bed.ling, making him. if he have the
courage and enterprise to strike
\oiir -tot k < lean and eomfortable, but they add to
boldly out into some new undertaking that promises
Several loads may well, even if lie fails in ir, than they do if he >its
manure resources of llie larm.
down and only does the thing" which
eaeh
contentedly
•biaiued on
farm, t hat, year atb'r year, have
hi" lather saw his grandfather do. [Dr. True.
revjou-lv fallen down uneared for. Glancing

It i.s

the country we see many farms on which there
of bushes, brakes and weeds, lining the
iiF, ft-uce- and roadsides. 'This ought not to be.
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FARMING.

er the bridge tin- wheel- whirl last.
What do you hear, my Sister Jane
■■I hear a t liild's feet patter past.
Following home a golden chain.
1 hear a distant voice that calls
The cattle home, and calls and calls;
And shrilly piping with solemn cheer.
The crickets are ushering Summer's bier."

h

I'nder the bridge the river flows :
What do you hear, my Sister Jane?
I heal a brook that singing goes
'I’o join the slow stream of the plain.
And ever the river-grasses wave.
I,ike souls the gnomes breath enslave.
Striving lo break from an unseen chain
Themselves mu-t forgive with might and main.
■

There's a tide aoovo and a tide below :
I to they eld) or flow, my Sister Jane?
"I see tile river dark and slow.
I hear the little brook's refrain.
The river-grasses wave to and fro.
l’lic wheels whirl over the darkening plain;
Ever some hearts with joy o'ertlow.
And some are hound by an unseen chain.’'

1 was still a young man, scarcely more
than a boy. in fact, when I left England to
become the partner of my old school mate,
Dick Merton, who had settled down as a
sheep-farmer in South America. Our joint
and rather modest capital was invested in a
league of land near Santa Fe, on the Parana,
bought “for a song.” on account of some defect in the title ; also in a few sheep, having
the lathy appearance, and almost the speed
of grey-hounds; and, lastly, in materials for
our house, of which, as we had ourselves
been the architects, builders and clerks of
the work, we were not a little proud. It was
built of sun-baked bricks, and consisted of
one tolerably large room, with a Hat roof
and parapet, accessible from the inside by
means of a ladder. Around it, at about thirty
yards’ distance, we had dug a deep dry ditch,
crossed by a draw-bridge, and intended as a

protection against surprise by our enterprising neighbors the Indians. The latter dusky
gentlemen had hitherto behaved themselves
as such, and had confined their
throat-cutting propensities to certain stray

very much
;

j
j

the earth, in seed, culture and comLiberality
post, is tin* source of its bounty.
'finis it is in agriculture, as in every part ot
creation, a wise and paternal Providence has inseparably connected our duty and our happiness.
In raising animals, the condition of his success
is kindness and benevolence to them.
In cultivating the earth, the condition of man's
siieeev*! i- hi* industry upon it.
[*Jo*iuli (chtin< v.
to

\ •lieultural life dor- n apply with more peculiar
'iim-ss than to tin* production and securing of the
Ilel'e diligOlleO, ] »cr-e V el'aUee, Mild
Jillje crop.
4

itri

tit

gy, are the all prevailing requisite- t«* success,
no opportunity to get hay, fodder, or bedding
unimproved. Too little attention is paid t*>
Hull' ellorl
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fertilizing agent.
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ih«* diav'on held, from the rays
a buruiuc -im ; the fall rain-carry it
away to the
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FRUIT

TREES.

lit

The editor of the Horticulturist says; We have
known quite a number of instances'—indeed, so
often as to make it quite a rule—that old orchards
apparently dying out have been brought hack again
to fruitfulness by the liberal use of wood ashes, also
; stirring the soil. Potash is the most important
element in the .successful growth of all kinds of
fruit trees. An old gentleman told a club, not. long
jago, Hlial he had known a man to make and
preserve an orchard of apple trees m a flourishing
and productive condition, originally placed on very
1
poor ground, by sprinkling every year around each
hive, to the circumference of the extent of its
brunches, half a bushel of ashes. We consider this
a very important item.
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tbi- direction. An

<
client time to apply top dressing to grass lands,
and perhaps the very best, is directly alter haying.
Wlr lhei it be old, well 11.•.omposed manure, ashes

t

!

..

YOUR TOMATO VINES.

A correspondent of the Country Lentlemaii says
that tomatoes want water almost as much as ducks,
Init as the vine is hardy and will stand almost any
amount of heat and drouth, few supply the water
it demands,
hi order to make tomatoes ripen
'quickly, they should be watered at least once a
day. The evening is the host time to water them.
1

Li nciikon in ITayinu. Whatever else you Ibrget, don't forget the forenoon luncheon. Men who
commence work at sunrise, need, in addition to a
good breakfast, a luncheon at ten or half-past ten
in tin forenoon; as the extra strain upon tin* sysby
tem and accompanying exhaustion consequent upon the severe work of haying must he met bv an
j extra amount of nourishing food. Provide a gendish of warm
erous, palatable luncheon with a
codec, and your workmen will perlorm their labor
TOP DRESSING AND CLOSE CUTTING. 1 in a manner more than sufljeient to compensate for
the expense and time. Resides, you will generally
On lands not too wet all will agree w ith me that
have no trouble in securing as much good help as
ii i- best to top dress.
We should give more attenyou
require. Workmen know what belongs to
tion to the composting of manures to he applied as
considerate usage. [S. L. Roardm in.
top dressing of our mowing fields. Let any
tanner each year make but five or ten cords more
of manure by mulling in muck and leaves into his
.ti 111 l'isk rather riled the great lunatic the
hog pens or barn yards to absorb the urine, ami
other day, when he, asked Fisk tor a free pass.
ippl\ it as a top dressing soon after haying, and
the results will be wonderful. Tim grass will be- There was no discount on Prince Erie’s thingin to grow immediately after the first fall of rain.
ness of speech.
Listen:
Tim roots are nourished and are hotter protected
•‘Who are you, and what is your business?”
fn-st
in
if
in
ami
off
the
it
winter,
fed
fall
against
“My name is McFarland —Daniel McFari- not done
close!) :t> if no manure had been ap1

Harper’s Weekly.
NIGHT ATTACK.

From

In this art, and almost in this art alone,‘*it is tin*

other occupation to which llii- broad
ina\mi applies, it would have be n Very
nppropriAnd to no part of the routine of
it« to tarmilie

as

I'nder the bridge the river flows;
What do you see. my Sister Jane?
I see the sunset’s opal and rose
Clear shining, as through a window-pane
And ever the river-grasses wave
Like the floating hair of a mermaid grave
Striving to break from an unseen chain.
And follow her true-love to the main."

instead of gratifying them at the expense of the owners. But ugly tales wore
told of their doings round about us—of white
men taken while riding in sight of home, and
tortured: of cattle driven off, and sheep
speared in very wantonness of mischief-—
which were not reassuring, and which caused us to keep a particularly sharp look-out,
especially when, as now, the Indian moon
(their favorite time of attack) gave light
enough to point the way to plunder, but not
to guide the aim of the defenders.
Dick Merton, changed indeed since the
days when his word was law among a select

sheep,

Mall dandies,

lounged

up to

His costume was
where I was standing.
simple in the extreme, and consisted merely
of a sullieionth aged pair of leather unmentionables and a rod tlannel shirt—the whole
being surmounted and relieved by a very
long black beard, and a very short but. equally
black pipe; but through rough attire and
surroundings, the indefinable /V nr sitis qnoi
of gent ility was clearly recognizable as when
i he was sowing his rather extensive crop of
i wild-oats upon home soil, and before that
memorable Derby which induced him, after
settling with duns ot every description, to
embark himself and the leavings of his
property, and dwell among sheep and savages, unli! he could return with fresh grist
to carry on the civilized mill.
“Can you see anything stirring in the
camp?” said he, as he came up. “These
horses are making a confounded row in the
corral. 1 saw Johnson the Yankee this morning and he said that Indians had crossed the
river, and he guessed we’d better keep our
wits well ilcd, that the dusky varmin didn’t
look in when we warn’t ready for visitors.”
Now, horses were our surest safeguards
I logs we had, too, but they
I against surprise.
roused us up so frequently by barking at
nothing more formidable than a stray deer
or fox that—reminded of the gentleman whose
amusement il was to cry “wolf!”—we lost
all faith in them : but our little, half-wild
l’ampa horses had a truer instinct, and their
warnings, given by stamping upon the
ground, were not to be disregarded with

safety.

“I can make out some objects moving
about half a mile to the southward,” said I,
after a long look-out on the plains.
“Tliej’ are mounted men, by .Tove !” exclaimed my companion; “and riding hard
this way too.
Stand here with your rifle,
Alfred, while 1 slip cartridges into the others.
At that pace they will lie here directly.”
And so they were. Almost before Dick
had reached my side again, two “Cfuachos,”
their usually swarthy faces livid with fear,
sprang from their horses, which, covered
with blood, sweat, and foam, showed how
sharp had been the ride, and rushed over the
drawbridge. They told us, as soon as terror would allow them that three hundred Indians were in hot pursuit, and would soon
be on the spot, and besought us, for the love
land—I am a lawyer by profession. You of the Virgin, to give them shelter; as to
plied.
one reason why grass crops run out is because have heard of me of course. I have a nation- ride out again into the camp upon their foundered horses would be certain death.
they are fed too late in the fall, or over fed. In the al reputation now.”
spring they should not he fed at all. ('titling some
Dick, rather to ray surprise—for T did not
have. I know you now, and
“Yes,
you
kinds of grass too low is often very injurious.
the
whole
knows
as a d —d then know what distinguished liars the natoo,
country
you
When the top of the root of hordsgrnss is taken up
tives as a rule are—calmly lit his pipe, and
i»> mowing or feeding too close by sheep, it begins scoundrel who deserves hanging. A lawyer
to fail and the owner is at
a loss to know why it
by profession and a murderer by practice. then ordered our visitors, in a somewhat
ts
run out so soon, little
thinking that this close Your
is boundless. I’ve heard doubtful Spanish idiom, to “make themselves
-having of the roots is the cause of his loss and of all impudence
sorts of pretexts for begging passes; scarce.”
<li'appointment. [.Maim- Farmer.
“Unless,” he said politely, “you can tell
but I never knew a man to ask for a pass before because he was a d—d assassin. The a plain talc, senors, without lies, rnmots and
THE WONDERS OF SEED.
Erie road may not run Sunday schools, but (idiots.”
I- tln*re upon earth a machine, i> there a palace, it doesn’t chalk men’s hats because
I'pon this wo learned, after much crossthey mur
i- then* even a city, which contains so much that i>
that they had been to buy horses
j1 der gentlemen in cold blood.”
questioning,
wonderful as i- enclosed in a single little seed—one
i (••to steal them more likely,” interjected
pl ain of corn, one grain of wheat, one little brown
at the station of a rich Spaniard, Don
Mr Charles Dickens was upholding the Dick,)
apple seed, one small seed of a tree, picked up.
lived about four leagues
perhaps by a sparrow for her little ones, the small- theory that whatever trials or difficulties Ramon Garcia, who
from us; and that when they reached the top
est of a poppy or bluebell, or even one of the seeds
stand
in
a
man's
is
path, there
that arc so small that they float about in tin* air in- might
always of a gentle rise in the ground, and had a
visible to our eyes. Ah! there is a world of marvel something to be thankful for.
“Let me in view of the
house, they had seen, to their
and brilliant beauty hidden in each of these tiny proot thereof,” said Dickens, relate a
story. horror and dismay, a large body of the dreadseeds. Botanists suppose that there are some luo.- “Two men were to
hang at Newgate, for ed Indians, who were attacking—for they
000 kinds of plants.
But has the seed of any one murder.
The morning arrived, the hour
ap- heard shots—Don Ramon’s cstaneia.
Has any
«>f them ever failed to produce its kind?
one ever deceived us?
Has a seed of wheat ever proached ; the bell of St. Sepulchre’s began
“Whereupon,” said the spokesman, with
yielded barley, or the seed of a poppy grown up to loll; the convicts were pinioned; the pro- teeth
chattering, ‘we rode hard to your abode,
into a sunflower?
Has a scaymore tree ever cession was formed; it advanced to the fatal
well knowing that the brave Englishmen
sprung from an acorn, or a beech tree from a chest- beam; the rope was adjusted around the
would not deliver us up, Rut let us mount
nut? [Mass. Ploughman.
poor men’s necks; there were thousands id' your llcctcst horses, and ride for life. Soon
of
both
of
all a<o>s,
sexes,
motley sightseers
ENCOURAGE THE BOYS.
they will be here, and who can withstand
men, women and children, in trout of the
the fierce bravos?”
at that second of time,
I should like to say a few words for tin* boys, for scaffold; when, just
“If this be true,” said Dick, turning to me,
1 think that some of them are wrongly used. 'There a bull, which was being driven to Smithficld, “and 1 believe
it, for these cowardly scounare many farmers’ sons who work daily with little I broke its
rope, and charged the mob right drels’ faces are proof that
they have seen
encouragement for what tln-y do, and* if they lag \ and left, scattering people everywhere with
something—the sooner we prepare to fight
from
discouragement, they are charged with his horns.
of
one
the
condemnWhereupon
the better. Of course they were not attacklaziness. Now it is hard to work with no recomWho can blame tin* boys for becoming dis- ed men turned around to his equally unforpense.
ing Ramon’s place; he has a fort strong
and
satisfied with farming,
going to the city for tunate companion and quietly observed, “1
to resist a thousand of them, and
enough
should
look
to
?
Fathers
their
sons’
employment
say Jack, it’s a good thing we ain't in that plenty of men and arms as well. Most likewelfare, and not treat them as hired men; give crowd.”
them a share in the stock, and let them have the
ly they made a dash to carry off any one who
be strolling at a distance from the
profit of a plot of ground which they can plant and
might
cultivate as they wish. 'The boy thus encouraged
(len. Starr, who led the Fenians in their house, or to drive olf the horses; and it’s
will take a new interest in tin* work about him recent raid into
Canada, was convicted of a equally likely that we shall have them here
that will doubly repay you. i am a boy myself,
breach of our neutrality laws, in the 1T. S. soon, where there’s a better chance for a
and know something of the cfleets of the grievances
and encouragements of which i have
poken. Court at Canandaigua, N. Y., on Wednesday. night attack. In any event we must be preA motion for arrest of judgement wa made.
w. h., in Country Gentleman.
pared for them. Naturally we can’t run away

j

_

versary of the battle of Waterloo, which was
fought on the 18th of June, 181,1. It was the
most remakablc conflict of modern times.
We say remarkable, because it was the most
decisive and important in its results.
The
word Waterloo has passed not only into history but into the language itself. It designates an overthrowal that is final in its character, and from which there is no appeal.
The 18th of June, 181,1, will ever
figure aone of the
great landmarks of time. It is
like the sea fight of Antony and
Eepidtis with
Octavius C.-esar, which decided the fortunes
of the world.
There is much in the historv
of Waterloo which is not understood bv the
masses of the people.
As is well known, tie
arrival of Blueher and his Prussians to the
aid of Wellington decided the victory, which
otherwise would have been with the French.
He arrived at six o’clock in' the evening.
The 18th of June is among the longest days
of the year, and it had been determined by
the French Emperor, Napoleon, to open the
contest at break of
day, which is before four
o'clock. But for two or three days previous
there had been heavy falls ot rain. Waterloo, which was a wheat field in the neighborhood of Brussels, was converted almost into
a morass.
Napoleon had a large preponderance in the number of his
great guns—2:lo
against 170. He was strongly in favor of
the artillery service, in which he had entered
as a youth in the
College of Brienne. The
advantage which he had in it he wa- not in
favor of surrendering by commencing tinaction when the field, from the recent rain-,
was unfavorable to his cannon.
He, tliei-i
fore, waited until the rays of the hot -tin had
dried up the field, and made it passable f->r
artillery. The action did not commence until
eleven o’clock in the morning, when oticwise it would have commenced before
o'clock, live hours previous. This delay wat'atal to Napoleon.
The Prussians arrived
six o’clock in the afternoon, and changed tie
fortunes of the day. Had it not been forthdelay of live hours on the morning of tin- 1-th
of Juno, the British would have been defeat
ed and ill full ami irreparable retreat before
the arrival of their allies. As Victor ling,
-c
aptly observes in his remarkable and elwork, “Les Miserables," “A few drops o
rain, more or less, changed the fortunes >t
the Continent of Europe."
But this wa
not the only mishap of Napoleon in this \traordinarv campaign. In its very outset --inof his Generals, Bourmont, deserted t-> tieenemy and carried with him all his knowledge
of the military projects ot the Emperor.
I his was a surprise, but it would have been
far greater had it not been for this unlon-scc
and unexpected desertion. Wellington and

we have in the world to be without injury to the wearer; and, as the stirring about, and I am liable to surprise;
valiant gentlemen pro- I savage drew back for a cooler and surer after the lights are out, there is no more stir
these
destroyed,
| thrust, I had the inexpressible pleasure of for the nijghl. and if the door was then left
pose.
The natives—both our late arrivals and lodging a bullet in his body, which effcctual- open, I might venture in with safety.” Takit for granted that I had solved the
our own two men, who had often boasted j ly prevented any further laticc exercise from ing
problem correctly, I laid my plans accordof what they meant to do, and had already him.
Then I heard a heavy fall in the room be- ingly’. Attaching one end of a
done in the way of flatting Indians—suddenrope to the
Dick had thrown his burden clean handle of the stable door, I
ly disappeared. WPaftenvard learned that low.
passed the other
end through the window of the house, which
they took refuge in a corn-field in the rear through the open window, at the risk of
of the house, where they lay concealed till breaking a limb, and turning, found himself commanded a view of the situation, and at
engaged, hand to hand, with a dozen In- the usual hour for retiring, I had the lights
i the fight was over.
He set his back against the wall, and put out, and everything kept quiet. The”reOur preparations were very simple—a box dians.
The lights had not
of cartridges was opened (for we were pro- drew his revolver with his right hand, re- sult was as I had hoped.
vided with those inestimable peace and life ceiving as he did so a spear thrust through his been out. more than ten or fifteen minutes,
and placed left arm ; but his and my revolver, fortunately before the horse cautiously approached and
preservers, breech-loading rifles}
The trap was sprung and
with
a bottle of whis- reserved until now, played among the attack- entered the stable.
to
hand,
together
ready
ky and a jar of water; the door and window, ing party, and a man was dropping at every we had hint safe. How this affected his realour weakest points, were secured as strongly' shot; so they drew off. Dick managed, with soning faculties I can’t tell, but he must evihave considered himself taken in.
a great effort, to drag himselt through the dently
as possible: and then, sheltering our bodies
behind the parapet, we peered cautiously j window, and then fainted away from loss of That the horse would not have gone into the
stable had the lights been left burning I don’t
over, and strained our eyes, to get a first blood and exhaustion; and when I ran down
the
ladder
to make fast the window, I found pretend to say; I give the facts as they ocof
an
enemy.
| glimpse
Nothing is so daunting as suspense to a him comfortably reclining with his head in curred. Kut I am satisfied, from more than
I felt my heart; Rosita’s lap, the latter having been stunned thirty years’close observation, that the horse
young campaigner, and
iliumpinir against mv ribs with excitement, by her unceremonious entry. But I could observes and makes a (mental) note of a
and a* sort of nervous dread that I should not not stay to help her; my post was on the great deal more than isgcnfrallv supposed
play a man's part in the struggle we expect- roof. I hurried up the ladder, noticing for [Overland Monthly.
But Dick’s voice, calm and low, with a the first time that I had myself suffered in
ed.
the scrimmage to the extent of a slight flesh
slight drawl in it, reassured me.
THE RECORD ON THE BRAIN.
"Now look here, Alfred, my boy,’’ lie said ; wound from a bullet. The fight was over.
"if wo have to light, keep cool, and do as I Throughout the remainder of the night the!
From the oration of Oliver \V. Holmes,
tell you. Reach your hand over here, that’s Indians lingered about, and stole most of the
before
the I ’hi Bela Kappa Society at
but
had
no
feel
like
horses
and
some
I
like
to
that.
Now
they
sheep,
pluck
you gripe
right;
remember to aim steadily, as though you i again to encounter the deadly breech-loaders, j Harvard College last week, we
copy the folwere winning a cup in the rifle corps at home, Seldom, indeed, had such a severe lesson!
curious speculations respecting the
lowing
and
when
the
and don’t show yourself more than you can been taught them;
glorious !
existence of a literal record within
help; for, though these beggars have only a sun rose (never sight more welcome) we possible
lew muskets and pistols in the shape of fire saw them ride beaten off the field, bearing the chambers of the brain -.
The problem of memory is elos -l v connectarms, they can shoot pretty straight if you with them five of the slain; six other corpses
stand still enough fora long sight. Their were lying in front of the window, where ed with the question of the mechanical relagreat point will be to force the door; but we j the fiercest struggle had been, and two more tion between thought and structure. How
can stop that if you are steady with your | were afterwards found, who had crawled in- intimate is the alliance of
memory with the
shots; and they can’t fire the bricks. Do you 1 to the ditch*like wild animals to die.
material condition of the brain, is shown by
We learned from the pretty llosita, whose the effect of age, of
see anything?”
dispase, of a blow, of
“There’s something dark on the ground i gratitude was most touching, that she had intoxication. I have known an aged
person
near the coral,” I answered, "it seems near- been captured while walking in the orange
repeat the same question five, six or seven
a short time times
her
father’s
near
house,
er than it was.”
garden
during the same brief visit, every“Aii Indian, sure enough, and the ball’s before we were attacked.
body knows the Archbishop's flavor of apopYou, noble caballeros,” she said, “have lexy in the memory as in other mental
going to commence.” As he said this, Dick’s
powrifle rung out in the silence ol the night, and preserved me from death, and from what is er.
1 was once asked to see to a woman
I saw a splinter fly white in the moonlight, far worse. God will reward you, for 1 can who had just been injured in the street. On
about a foot above the dark object, which never.”
coming to herself, ‘-Where am I ? What has
I think Dick, however, was of a different happened?” she asked. "Knocked down
thereupon startled up with a cry and fled.
by
Then wo heard the galloping of horses, opinion ; at all events lie has always seemed a horse, ma'am—stunned a little- that is his-leading generals wereattendingabrilliant
ball at Brussels. The troops were scattered
he
the
reward
and about one hundred Indians rode into remarkably satisfied with
per- all.” A pause—"while one with moderate
and cantoned all over the country when tic
view and breaking into twos and threes they suaded her to take from him.
haste might count a hundred”—and then,
news was
brought that Napoleon, at the head
Some years have passed since that eventful again,
circled around us within shot, waving spears
Where am I? What has happenof 120,000 men, had made his appearance
and shouting as though the whole company night. Dick and llosita are living at Don ed ?” “Knocked down by a horse, ma’am—
in Belgium. The scene that now ensued
of fallen angels had met to lament their Ramon’s estancia, that worthy old gentle- stunned a little—that is ail.-’ Another pause
described by Lord Byron
beautifully
this
life
after
man
of
circumstances
and the same question again, and so on durshortly
having departed
change
chorally.
he says
“Don't shoot! That’s all a feint.” And my their marriage. 1, too, am with them as a ing the whole time I was by her. The same “Cliilde Harold,” in which
was a sound of revelry by night.
superior’s warning came just in time; fora partner in the land, flocks and herds, of tendency to repeat a question indefinitely has "Ther,:
And Belgium's Capital had gathered then
dusky cloud of men sprang out of the ditch, which we have a goodly quantity, and when been observed in returning members of those Her beauty and her ehivaln and bright
and rushed, lance in hand, against the door. the increasing stock of little Dicks and Ro- worshipping assemblies whose favorite hymn
The lamps shone o'er fair women and brave ton
Well for us that its fastenings were secure, sitas ask me, as they invariably do of an is “We won’t go home till morning.”
The Duke of Wellington was eaught napand that we had not been tempted to throw evening, to tell them a story, 1 know that
Is memory, then, a material record? is the j
He had tntule arrangements with tie
ping.
a
content
them
than
lull,
!
brain, like the rocks of the Sinaitio valley, ! distinguished French traitor and hero ot
nothing less will
away shots by the first demonstration. Bang
bang! went our lilies, and 1 saw with a feel- true and particular account of the night at- written all over with inscriptions left by die many revolutions, Fouche, then the Ministei
ing of pleasure the man Iliad covered fall tack.
long caravans of thought as they have pass- of Police under Napoleon, to communicate t
back with a hoarse yell.
ed year after year through its mysterious re- him the movements of the great
Kmp,-i,u
“Don’t hurry, but m with your cartridges,”
cesses ?
lie sent them, Imt with double-faced dupli it
A KNOWING
HORSE.
1
I heard next ; and both fired together. This
we
a
slidWhen
see
distant railway train
them on the frontier, so that in cm-.
1 stopped
was loo much for them; they halted, waverliming tin? early settlement of Wisconsin ing by us in the same line, dav after day, we i of either reverse or success he was to haw
ed one moment and then disappeared as it by ! —or the wilderness part of it, at least—1 was infer the existence of a track whi -h guides
plea in his defence. The accession ot Rout
magic—our rapid system of firing having frequently employed by correspondents from it. So when some dear old friend begins mont to the allied councils explained tic
I abroad to search out certain sections of land that story we remember so well, switching whole, and then there was mounting in hot
completely discomfited them.
“Down with you !” and 1 felt myself pull- i and report as to their value, timber, quality oil' at the accustomed point of digression, i haste and the
mustering far and wide of the
In discharging this duty. 1 coming to a dead stop at the puzzling -pies- steed of war. The celebrated Marshal
ed suddenly under the parapet in time to of soil, etc.
|
NVy
hear the bullets from the cavalry outside the usually went on horseback, using a iavorite tion of chronology, otf the track on the mat-1 was directed to
occupy the four roads ot Qua
find
secTo
the
so
horse.
“So
ditch sing over our heads.
ter of its being tir.-t or second cousin ofi tre liras, which done, would have rendered
far,
particular
good,” old family
was Dick’s comment.
Take a drop of whis- tion described, I would first, find a surveyor's somebody’s aunt ; set on it again bv the junction of the armies of llluehcr and Well
I
ky, and watch the next move.”
“blazing line” and follow it up until would patient listening wife, who knows it all as ington impossible.
During an inclement
The moon was nearly over; but that was find the “corner trees” marked with the she knows her well-worn wedding ring; how
season the gallant Marshal had pi
rainy
the
clear
number of the township, range, and sootimi can we doubt that there is a track laid down eeeded
lint so much against us,
night being
to within two or three miles of ticenough and starlight to see a man ten paces. of which the post was the boundary; then. for the story in some permanent disposition point designated. Hi- troops were greatly
We could hear the trampling of horses’ feet : by a glance at the map, 1 could tell at once of the thinking-marrow?
fatigued, and as bis scouts reported that tin
and guttural sounds of talking, and guessed, the distance and direction of the section 1
I need not say that no microscope can find
place was unoccupied by the enemy, he dithat a council of war was being held. Sud- j was in search of, and would follow the blazed the tablet inscribed with the names of early
ptitehed a courier to Napoleon informing him
loves, the stains left by tears of sorrow or that they were
denly a spark appeared about two hundred lines accordingly.
already in possession of tin
a
1
had
our
On
occasion
fired
one
the
house—for
from
dismal, foggy daycontrition, the rent where the thunder-bolt of French
they
yards
When morning dawned ami
troops.
distance
from home than passion has fallen, or any
haystack—and grew rapidly into a flame. had gone a longer
legible token that Nev proceeded onward he found the wind,
Brighter and brighter it became, and lit up usual, and into a part of the wilderness that such experiences have formed a pari of tin- Knglish army in possession of Quativ Pn ithe scene—which was one of those men do ; was strange to me. After making the survey, life of tin- mortal, the vacant temple of wliich was
unoeeupied several hour- bef-u,
not easily forgot—as with the glare of the I the fog came on so very thick that I dare not whose thoughts it is exploring,
ft is otilv as T'hi- was the direct and fatal cause of the I
of
a
usual
course
direct
take
sun.
an
aided
an
returning by
illustration which of the battle which ensued.
inference,
my
noonday
|
by
Grouped round the flame, and out of range, [ route, without regard to the angles ot the 1 will presently otter, that I suggest tintin the day itself Nev brought out the
I
on
a
line
nearest
started
skin
and
but
their
were our foes,
snaky survey,
leading
swarthy
possible existence in the very substance of the cavalry for an attack on the Hritish lines
hair glistened in the fire-light: and [hey to the required direction. Before going far I brain-tissue. of those inscriptions which several hours too soon, and Indore the inbrandished lances, and screamed with delight came to a bog, or marsh, which was impassi- Shakespeare must have thought of when he
fantry squares had been broken. Napoleon
ble on horseback, and l was forced to go! wrote.
at the destruction they had caused.
observed it with great distress, and accused
Pluck from the memory a rooted sorrow;
Dogs were barking and the horses in the round it. After I had got on the opposite
Nev of destroying his cavalry. Hut where
Raze out the written troubles of the brain.
corral shrilly neighing and rearing with ter- side, I could not find the line again, and,■
was Murat, the brother-in-law
of the Km
after searching some little time, [ gave it up. The objection to the existence of such a inaror—some lighting desperately to escape.
< b
peror. who should have commanded it
the
neck
of
it
lines
the
was
and threw the
1 looked at my companion’s face;
upon
triial record, that we renew our bodies many account of a personal quarrel with the Fan
verv pale, and the expression decidedly ug- horse and bade him go home, preferring to scores ot times and
yet retain our earliest peror, he was eompelled by that potentate to
trust to his instinct to find the way?, rather recollections, is
ly."
entirely met by the fact that remain at a distance, in exile, when h,
“Look!” he said hoarsely. “Here comes than ray own judgment as to the proper di- a scar of
any kind holds its own pretty near- presence would probably have changed tic
rection to be taken. Wo had not gone many
the ambassador. Good heaven ! look !”
ly through life, in spite of all these same destinies ot the world. With (Irouchy's I
I turned with astonishment; but the sick- rods before 1 noticed the blazed trees for changes, as we have not far to look to find lection, with his failure to
join the F.mpi
ening sight I saw fully accounted for Dick's which 1 had been looking, and my curiosity instances.
I I
with his corps, everybody is familial
to
know
whether
the
was at once excited
excitement and rage.
1 must promise that a million of the starry cannon of Waterloo was heard in his c ,n
A nearly naked Indian was boldly advanc- horse really noticed the faint marks on the brain-cells could be
packed in a square inch, maud. He was advised by his olliee t
ing toward us, and bearing before him a trees and was guided by them. Accordingly and that the surface of the convolutions lias proceed to the scene id the tiring. 11, u t
burden, which effectually secured, as lie I left the reins perfectly free, and was soon been estimated at six hundred and seventy told that it was a general engagement : that
meant it to do, his immunity from our shots. satisfied beyond a doubt that such was the
square inches and their depth at one-fifth of the Kmperor It id the whole Kuropcan armi
A beautiful white girl of about seventeen fact, for, on coming to a fallen tree or other an inch.
My illustration is derived from on his hands. It was remarked that it w aHer hands obstruction, he would go round it, return to
was laying helpless in his arms.
microscopic photography. I have a glass the cannon of Ailsterlitz, but still In- would
in
ol
it
without
masses
follow
bound
and
the line, and
were
behind her back,
mistake;
slide on which is a minute photographic pic- not stir.
Appointed to watch Blucher w ti
coal-black hair encircled a face showing fact, he seemed to find the line more readily ture which is exactly covered when the head the Prussian
army, lie neither did it. mu' did
deadly terror and horror in every feature, than I could myself. Afterwards, l tested of a small pin is laid upon it. In that little he join the imperial forces. The result u iand drooped nearly to the ground over the him time and again. It made no ditference speck are clearly to be seen, bv a proper the destruction <d the Kmperor.
It was
|.
savage’s arm. Her dress, torn from one whether the direction was to or from home. magnifying power, the following objects:— markable eoineldenee that forty year- aft,
white shoulder, showed how hard had been Once start him on a surveyor’s line, and he The Declaration of Independence, with easily ward, in ls.Vi. the licitish and French tr,,,,|,
If the direction
her first ineffectual struggle against her cap- would follow it unerringly.
recognized fae-similo autographs id' all the combined, at the siege of Sebastopol, on tb
tors.
was from home, on coming to a corner-post
signers; the arms of all the original thirteen ISth ot dune, took the Malakolf, which ua
as
if
to
whethli
had
As the Indian crossed the did
lie would make a stop,
inquire
States: the eapilol at Washington, and very the key to its posession. The Hritish tailed
(they
cut the rope which held up the draw bridge er to keep straight on, or turn to the right or good portraits ot all the Presidents ot the in the Uedan fort, but the French, by a -in
in the first attack) with his bill'd >n, Dick with left. This was only one of the many know- United States from Washington to Mr. prise, captured the main fortress above allnd
“It is llosita, ing traits displayed by him.
a deep groan, recognized her.
James K. Polk. These objects arc all dis- ed to, from which they speedily shell,-,I on
Don Ramon’s daughter!” he broke out. “I
lint, notwithstanding the old fellow was so tinguishable as a group with a power of fifty the Russians from the Redan.
love her, Alfred, and will save her or die with docile and knowing, I could never persuade diameters; with a power ot three hundred
The 17th of dime was the miniver-ary id
her. Listen!” he continued hurrriedly. “This him to let me shoot game from his back: any one of them becomes a sizeable picture. the battle of Hunker Hill, fought in 177
rascal has come to make some proposal to and after a few attempts I was forced to You may see if you will the majesty of ninety-fiw years ago.
That was tin lir-t
us.
Keep your eye on him; and the moment give it up. lie would not even let mo mount Washington on bis noble features, or the battle of the American Revolution, which
you get a fair chance, fire at him. If you him with a gun in my hand, nor allow it to will of Jackson in those hard lines of the lasted for seven years. Waterloo was the
kill her, it is better fate. When 1 hear the be handed to me after I had mounted. He long face crowned with that bristling bead conclusion of the French Revolution, which
shot I will throw open the window (which I appeared to have a horror of firearms; per- of hair in a perpetual state of electrical di- has lasted for a period of over twenty yearHecan do more easily then the door), and try haps he had noticed the result of their use on vergence and centrifugal self assertion.
Hlit these are not the only great modern
for a rescue. But, for heaven’s sake, don’t the game, and was afraid of sometime get- meinher that each of these faces is the record battles of this month. On the Uthofduw-,
Our only hope is in your be- ting a shot hijnself. With another horse I of a life.
leave (lie roof.
1X011, occurred the great battle of Marengo,
Now recollect that there was an interval which assured to Napoleon the eon-ulai
ing able to keep off the others, who will rush tried an experiment that 1 never should have
it
not
for
the
but
between the exposure of the negative in the throne of France. On the 1 1th ot dune, lsof.
from the ditch, (food bye.”
intelligence,
thought of
And he was down the ladder before i reasoning power, displayed by my old fa- camera and its development by pouring a he won the battle of Friedland against l!u~
could speak, leaving his hat cunningly ad- vorite.
wash over it. when all these pictured objects sia, which terminated the campaign again-t
I had bought a horse m Milwaukee—a jet- existed potentially, but absolutely invisible that power, and made him for years the
justed above the parapet. Poor Dick! all his
coolness and unmj froid had vanished now ! black, ami perfect beauty ot a horse—which and incapable of recognition, in a space of arbiter of Kurope. We may therefore -u\
I myself was not iii a pleasant predicament. was said to have been caught from a drove of eollodium film which a pin's head would that the present month, historically speaking,
To carry out his half-mad scheme involved wild horses on the Texas prairies, lie was cover; and then think what Alexandria is a month of battles.
what
(longressional-doeumentmy running a terrible risk of shooting my gentle and docile enough when in hand, but libraries
friend’s sweetheart, which at any other time once loose, there was no such thing as loads of positively intelligible characters—
It is now conceded that railroads have an
of
the
would have appeared impossible; but when catching him again by any
ordinary such as one look of the recording angel
influence on the meteorology ol
important
I read the agony and loathing in the poor means used for catching horses. In fact the would bring out, many of which we can ourtracts through which they pass. The freedom
chas- selves
after
him,
I
set
from
whom
nerves,
man
at
come
bel
or
which
braced
teeth,
purchased
will,
my
my
deveiope
girl’s eyes,
of New England from the terrible thunder
laid my rifle ready, and inwardly swore that ing him for days with relays of horses from fore our eyes unbidden like Mene, Mene,
showers formerly so frequent is attributed to
these
no trembling in my hand should mar her de- his livery stable, had been obliged to “crease” Tekel, Upharsin— might be held in
of long lines of rail in equalizing
liverance.
him, in order to catch him -i. e., to shoot convolutions of the brain which wrap the presence
electricity
generated in the atmosphere.
the
of
above
a
neck,
the
him
as
the
folded
Anil now the savage,
just
talent entrusted to us, too often
top
through
truculent-looking
note that since the laying ol
Meteorologists
and
him,
demanded, in the neck-bone, temporarily paralyzing
brute, raised his voice,
napkin of the slothful servant hid the treas- the rails of the Pacific Railroad copious fall
him
broken Spanish a surrender. He threatened without doing
permanent injury. This, ure his master had lent him!
of rain have occurred in tracts where prc\
us with all the torture his
fraternity to bo successfully performed, requires a
ingenious
ously rain was an unusual phenomenon.
are so justly proud of having invented, in a good marksman; for if the ball struck an
After
A i:i:.u; rm i. idea. Among the Alleghanies
case of obstinacy, and bid us look upon his inch too low, the shot would be fatal.
Speaking of the attacks of the New York
captive, for that she, too, should sillier for I had been his owner some six or eight there is a spring so small that a single ox in
It steals Times and Evening Post upon the President,
11s.
As he said this, he grasped the girl’s months, he got loose in the (all of the year, a Summer’s day could drain it dry.
hair brutally, and raised her head. With a and took to the woods near by. I used to its unobtrusive way among the hills, till it the Philadelphia Press says: "They give
sudden spring and fright she threw herself see him often, but he would never let mo ap- spreads out into the beautiful Ohio. Thence him no credit for what has excited the admi
After snow fell it stretches away a thousand miles, leaving ration of all the nations of the earth, and for
out of his arms, and fell to the ground. Ilis proach anywhere near him.
time and mine had conic. As he stooped my and feed became scarce in the woods, he on its banks more than a hundred cities and what has gratified the great body of his own
bullet laid him dead by the side of his intend- would occasionally be seen in the evening villages and many a cultivated farm, and countrymen." No; nor do they give him
ed victim. Dick made his rush from the near the stable, and I used to leave the door bearing half a thousand steamboats. Then credit for having swam the Atlantic with a
window, and the Indians theirs from the ditch, open until bed time, and sometimes as late joining the Mississippi, it stretches away bar of railroad iron between his teeth and a
[Eon.
as he had predicted; but, as Rosita
was as two o’clock at night, and place a measure and away some twelve hundred miles more, ten-inch columhiad under either arm.
It is (lour.-.lour.
nearer to the house than the ditch, he man- of oats and salt within tempting distance in- till it fall’s into the emblem of eternity.
and was retreating side the stable, in hopes that he would go in ; one of the tributaries of the ocean, which
aged to reach her first,
A Pennsylvania minister xvas recently giv
with her in his arms. And now all depended but he was not to be entrapped in that way. obedient only to (lod, shall roll and roar till
ed upon me. My first shot, aimed at the At. last 1 began to cast about for the reason the angel with one foot on the sea and the en a donation party, at which the gills were
foremost of the assailants, missed him clean ; why he would not enter the stable while the other on the' land, shall lift up his hand and six rollingpins, a pen-wiper and two quarts
and before I could seize the other rilie he had door stood invitingly open and no person in swear that time shall be no longer. So with of dried apples, vintage ot IMtil. 11 is llock
made a vicious thrust at Dick, who encumb- sight, and I came to the conclusion that the influence. It is a rill—rivulet—a river—an all have good appetites, and they discouragered as he was, was unite helpless. The horse reasoned after this manner: “As long ocean—and is boundless and fathomless as ed his next winter’s stock of provisions selance passed through llosita’s dress, luckily :\s lights arc burning in the house, people arc eternity
verely.
I

and leave all

the bridge the wheels whirl fast,
What do you see, my Sister Jane?
“I see two lovers riding past,
daily waving a silken chain.
Lightly they laugh, and look, and lean;
Two happy lovers are they. T ween.
Hiding toward the golden West
And the Evening Star in silver sheen.’'

A

unprofitable liberal hand which inaketh rich.’’

no

UNDER.

Over

thing.-, eiieroaeh more ami more upon the cultivated
Liberality in providing utensils is the saving both
of time and labor. The more perfect his instruP -rtioiis of the field, driving out the grass, shading
the more profitable are they.
ments,
the crops, and yielding no return for the damage
So also i> it with his working cuttle and his slock.
tie > do. Farmer.-, see to tin-, and hen eforth let |I The most perfect in their kinds are ever the most
ie» more -m il -igns of s|ov* n!y dealing with
your ! profitable.
Liberality in good barns and warm shelter* is the
oc! against
you. Fradieate them: burn I source
of health, strength and comfort to animals;
I
!tio-e unlit to; bedding or the compost heap, alid causes them to thrive on less
t
food, and seenre>
c v;• rei-e
\ i• 11n11.*i
in their illier c''terminalion in I from damage all sorts of crops.
also
in
the
Liberality
provision of food lor dolot II r.
circle of Pal!
mestic animals is the >ourcc of flesh, muscle and
Tic* diligent li m I inakeih rieli." H id these manure.
I-"ii

BATTLES.

“lealy month" has a melancholy record
in history. The Cincinnati
Enquirer reminds
tis that the 18th inst was the
fifty-fifth anni-

For the Journal.
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that a strong opposition to the precipitate action of
the Emperor exists in the Corps Legislutif. Jl.
Tiers said that their was nothing upon which to

WAR IN EUROPE!

THE SWORD DRAWN, AND ARMIES MOVING,

i

declare

war

except irresponsible

telegraphic

ex- despatches,
lie said further—
Notwithstanding the general hope and
“It is to a blunder that we owe war. Prussia
the
be
would
that
preserved,
peace
pectation
ought to have been attacked when she desired to
rash and insulting demands of France, even unite 1 lie German stales. Then it would have a
j
legitimate cause, and we would have been sustainafter the point at issue had been yielded, ed. I blamed Sadowa at the time, To-dav the
Prussia
have culminated in a .declaration ot war world demands legitimate complaints.

j

The demand of France
that Prince Leopold should withdraw as a
candidate for the Spanish throne, was followPrussia.

against

also lias committed a great fault in negotiating with
Spain: vet Prussia wished peace and we have war.
If we had still to require the renunciation of the

blown in. The two brothers stood in the tie-up ! It is
simply a repetition ol the process by
floor about three feet apart, when suddenly John
felt the ham moving—as indeed it moved bodily which Esau was cheated hut of his birthfrom its foundation, several feet.
Immediately right,—and the
pottage is a very poor artithe floor beneath him sank down.
John very
fortunately fell near the foundations, which pro- ; ele. indeed.
tected him from the falling timbers, while Stinson
When a republican leaves his
!
party, he
who fell to the cellar also was several feet nearer
the centre of the building, and was struck by the does so because he wants to vote for Demo|
falling of the timbers, and instantly killed. The cratic measures and Democratic men.
The
gale took off 20 feet of Ingcrsoll Turkey's barn in
Greene, and blew down E. Moulton's barn in the i action attempted at Portland proposes to put
same vicinity.
J. c. Dagget's house was partially
these converts back into the very
unroofed, and Ids orchard and other trees very I
bondage
badly damaged. A dispatch from Sahattus says from which they sought to escape. And
that the tempest passed through Wales, doing
then, again, who has the power or right to
great damage to trees, crops, houses, etc.
transfer the allegiance of 40,000 Democrats
who last year voted
against Chamberlain and

Hohenzollern candidature I should be with von,
but now that we have obtained that, we demand
ed by an announcement that the Prince was something else. You had not only obtained your
had form and substance both: yet
A de- request, you
im longer an aspirant to the throne.
you say Prussia has not yielded in form and we
mand was then made that Prussia should have been insulted. Public opinion will turn
against us; the journals of Europe will lie against
disavow any right, now and hereafter, to us.
Prussia never would have resumed this canTHURSDAY, JULY 21, 1S70.
to didature. It would have been madness.”
Prince
German
the
of
a
support
pretensions
The special further says that not one word of
he King of Spain.
This was refused. The this
speecli was allowed to reach England by telePUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING.
French ambassador soon after abruptly ac- graph. There lias been a systematic effort to de-byceive Europe about the public opinion in France
costed the King, and demanded to know his respecting the war. and to deceive France about
william H. SIMPSON,
intentions. Tile ambassador was dismissed, the opinions of Europe.
EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR.
London. July 1^. Napoleon has just demanded
which was at once followed by a declaration of the North
Subscription Terms. In advance, $2.00 a year;
German States a statement of their
the
within
year, $2.50; at the expiration ol the year,
intention whether or not they shall take part In the
of w ar by France.
and an answer is required within twenty- $3.00.
conflict,
from
the
is
the
communication
fin following
Advertising Terms. For one square, (one inch ot
four hours.
I n in h minister of foreign affairs to the Corps Leglength in column.) $1.25 for throe weeks, and 25 cents
The Morning Post says to-day that any violation tor each subsequent insertion. A fraction of a square
idatif:
of Belgian territory ends England's neutrality.
charged as a lull one.
)l> s:—The manner in which the country
The Times this morning expects to he obliged to
*
rived our declaration of the ttth of July led us to
Administrators, Executors and guardians dechronicle
Prussian
reverses at first, owing to the
mumciice negotiation." with Prussia to secure her
siring their advertisements published in the .Journal,
and efficiency of I he French will
■motion ofthc validity of our grievances. We superior preparations
please so state to the Court.
Prussia needs at least another fortnight to
lid nut treat with Spain! whose independence we army.
in readiness. The Times also says
get
altogether
SUBSCRI
BERS desiring to have the address of papers
! i\the
Prince
of
no wish to trammel, nor with
I that
France, without the shadow of an excuse, changed, must state the Post Office to which the paper
II 'lienzollcrn, whom we consider to he under the I
into
a
which
no
war.
of
been
has
sent
as well as to which it is to go.
Europe
person
iiadow ofthc King. Xor have we advanced any | plunges
see the end.
ii« r grievance than the candidacy of the Prince living may
S. M. Pkttkngill & Co., G State St., Boston,
Br.itr.TN. July is.
the Spanish throne. The Prussian Minister of
The advance guard of the Prussian urinv is in and 37 Park Row, New York, are our authorized Agents
uivimi Allairs opposed to us a determination not
l’or procuring subscriptions and torwarding advertisereceive our representative, protending to ignore France, occupying a village near Longwy, the iron ments.
Mu
nibiir. \vthen addressed ourselves to the gate of Fram e, a fortified town in the department
*3=\S. R. Niu.s, No. 1 Scollay’s Building, Court St.,
King, who maintained that he was a stranger to of Moselle, on the Belgian frontier, thirty-three Boston, is authorized to receive advertisements tor this
Its citadel -lands paper.
Ik- atVair, and that In- could not intervene except as miles nortii-noi'thwest of Metz.
C. Evans, 10G Washington Street, is an authorHie In a l uf the family, hut he avowed that he had on a steep rock. Longwy was taken by I lie PrusiMnic|t*d Rismarek. We demanded that the King sians in 17bd, and again by (lie allies in ts|7». All ized agent ot this paper. &.
40 Park Row, New York,
49~Guo. P. Rowki.i.
h.iiId inlliicnce the fTinee of Ifoheiizollern. Jle- encounter between the Prussian and French troops will receive advertisementsCo.,
for this paper, at the lowest
lan. c tu the project came from the quarter where is momentarily expected.
Their orders will always receive promt attenrates.
Lvi'Klt. The Prussian army on Saturday cross- tion.
ii
Wh least
expected. We then determined that
ii..- King should give a promise for the future. ed the frontier at Sierek, a walled town of France,
J9<THoi:Agk Dodd, 121, Washington Street, Boston, is
Uii- moderate demand, made in moderate terms, department of Hie Moselle, on the right bank of an authorized Agent for the Journal.
w
declared to be without reservation. The King Hie Moselle. After destroying the railway between
declined to say that he would refuse in future to Thionviile and Luxembourg they retired. The
Subscribers are reqdested to take notice ot the date on
uterine with the candidature, and he refused to French army of iuva-ion is reported to lie ‘JsO.llon.
the colored slips attached to the paper, it is the only
.uthori/e u> to transmit to you the declaration that
Sl'KEOll OF kl.Ni, WIU.IAM.
form of receipt now used. For instance, 15 May GS,
Ic wou'd in future oppose the candidature. ITc
that the subscript ion is paid to that date. When
Berlin, July 10. King William made n speech ameans
•i
lured that he reserved to himself the right to re- last
new payment is made, the date will be immediately
to a great crowd who came to conevening,
unsider Hie circumstance. Kven -after this refusal
changed to correspond, and thus a receipt in full is sent
him.
with every paper, Subscribers in arrears are requested
did not break otl'the negotiations, hut adjourn- gratulate
IK- said that he was not responsible for the war to forward
the sums due.
1 oil]- explanations to you until this date. Yesterbroken out. Ife might personally be passive
just
In sending money, state THE POST OFFICE to
d.i> we were apprised that the King of Prussia had under the outrage, but Germany even from beyond
the
which
is sent..fttr
paper
notified our Ambassador that he would no longer the seas had
spoken. Sacrifices were sure. Prussia
cive him and to render the rupture more obvihad been spoiled bv her rapid victories in two
•ns he gave notice of liis action to the Cabinets of
wars, and perhaps a worse fate awaited her now.
Newspaper Decisions.
I uropc.
The same time lie assured him he might He however
knew vvliat to hope from God, tin*
take his leave, and that the armament of Prussia
1. Any person who takes a paper regularly from the
and
the
army
people.
ii id commenced,
(in our part we yesterday called
post-otliee—whether directed to his name or another’s,
pukdktkd jsf.tvykkn francf. axi» or whether lie has subscribed or not- is responsible lor I
•in the reserves and we have to take other meas- Tnorm.r
the payment.
ure" as the interest and honor of the country deKNlil.AMi.
2. it a person orders his paper discontinued, lie must
mand". The government ask a vote of supplies
New York, July 10.
The Tribune's London pay all arrearages, or the publisher may continue to send
and tlie call to arms of all classes owing military
it until payment in made, and collect the whole amount,
this
special
morning says that private letters from whether the paper is taken from the office or not.
crvice.
The Corps Kegislat if acceded to every request of Paris represent th«* pro's pert of -erious trouble be3. The courts have decided that refusing to take newsthe government, the party of the left voting in the tween France and England. The French govern- papers and periodicals front the post-office, or removing
negative. .Marshall MaeMahon is to he succeeded ment i» furious at tin* tone of the English papers and leaving them uncalled for, is prima jacie evidence
and threaten to refuse all applications from Eng- ol intentional muul.
m Algeria by Marshal Random
In Prus.-ia the Diet is in session and the dcle- lishmen for army passes. (.Vrlain members of'tin*
ite- ofthc North Gorman Confederation met yes- House of Common^ held a meeting veslcrdav to
Those who opposed adjournment, ami proposed to do
rdav.
The chiefs of all parties assure the King of consider the propriety of holding a large gathering then and there
the business of the Convention, were
Hc-ir uuqualilicd approval of his dignified and em r- to express -empathy with Prussia and prominent sustained
by the high example of Oregon, California,
io-ir
altitude, A resolution was adopted accord- members have written letters approving ■>! the Connecticut and New York, all redeemed lrotn radical
II.'
unlimited credit
for the national defence, project. The working men propose to hold similar rule by simple, straightforward adherence to Democratic principles. | Belfast Journal, June 30.
‘'ount P.i-maivk has issued a
ircular. which has meetings.
Tin* feeling in London against France is intense
cn t- iccraphed in all direeiimis.
We think our co-temporary somewhat in error
notifying Ger- and universal.
man
vessels to hasten to ports of "heller. The noin tiling the above States a> example- of -neress
It is believed that the troop- called home from the
ne
«.| course applies to all ocean steamers belongby adherence to the old landmarks of the DemoEnglish colonics have been concentrated in antici- cratic parly.
ing to German ports.
Great Britain lias now
I he army of Holland is to he put on a war foot- pation of the present war.
In <’onneetieut and California half the Demo■i
The Knglish. Austrian, Russian and Italian at the Home Depots bo.OPO troops and can muster cratic ticket, in the last election*, were made up of
overnments all remonstrated against war.
The about Joo.ooo. There is gr< at activity in the navy. men, who were in full <<mnmmi<m with tlie JladiNew York, July 10. The Consul General of tin*
nnan
vessels on the Pacific are warned against
eal party in 1st;I!
North German Fnion in this city, received the folHie French war which are between Panama and
In New York several of the candidates were Refrom
Count
Bismarck:
•‘Private
lowing
despatch
oi Francisco.
publicans a short lime ago. Nevertheless they are
on the high
seas will
be exempt from Democrats
property
m: emperor to head the army.
imw, and all tin* Slates enumerated by
seizure by His .Majesty without regard to reciprothe Journal are Democratic, because 1he\ have
Pali'. July Hi. The Emperor is expected to city!'*
been
redeemed
from Radicalism by tin
liberal
l“
I I lie army in person and by a series of rapid
The agents of the General Transatlantic < ompaminded and Conservative Democracy.
•
"•cmcnt* arrive at the Rhine before Prussia has
n> in this city, announce that the steamers of the
Let ns go to work in the same spirit and redeem
•omplctcd her defence.
French line are not to -top running in consequence
Maine a- ('onneetieut and New York have been reof the war.
Mil
-lit VlluX IX 1* VRIS—REXEDETlTs RETURN
deemed? [Madiias Union.
—W AR MOVEMENTS.
Washington, July If*. Baron Gcrolt has olliAVe slid that Democratic triumphs had
Pali-. July Hi. fount lienedetfi arrived last cially communicated lo Secretary Fish a similar
telegram to that sent to the Counsel General been obtained
'•-•hr. coming from Em* instead of Berlin.
He did at
by adherence to Democratic
New
York.
The
French Minister called upon
receive his passports.
Fish to-day and verbally informed him principles—and it is apparent that such adSecretary
Nothing positive has yet been ascertained eon- that his government would also
respect the treaty. herence cannot lie
lung an alliance between France and Austria,
genuine unless the candi
If*.
The Times this
London,
i.i.i it :- reported
again to-day that Austria will re- abandons allJuly of meditation and savs morning
licit the dates are themselves Democrats.
We care
hope
main neutral.
Baron Werlhor, the North Herman M inister, and sword must now decide.
not about the date of conversions, so
they
London, July If*—:i a. in. French iron-clad>
ail file nieinher* of hi* emba--v, left Paris
yester- arc cruising on Dogger Bank in the North Sea lo
conversions. Let them he as sudden as
11 i> afternoon for Berlin.
< iernnn vo
I
\v:i> thsif of Saul ot Tarsus,
He I i»n<h 'jiia.hi.ii in th< Mi din 11 aiieail has pick ii)i
only lot (.loan I-.
Bim'sski.s, July If*. France ha-'communicated
h.-eii redoubled. Vice Admiral Hravier in conias genuine.
We have constantly urged that
to the powers a notification that she has entered
maud.
into reciprocal engagements with Belgium and
the doors of the Democratic house lie thrown
l'hcre i* great activity at the War Department
Holland, insuring their neutrality. Fiance i- -l-o
la> and a large number of scaled orders have in active negotiations with
Russia, to obtain from wide open, that tlie utmost encouragement
ii -i ni in \ ariou* directions.
her a formal promise of neut ralitv.
he given to recruits—but we never have adI*i iin
Napoleon arrived in Norway yesierdav.
II* re. ived a despatch and will return immediatevocated and never shall advocate a total surA TORNADO.
The pupils o| the second ycur at the military
render to tin' enemy, like that proposed at
'•bool of Si. t yr have been ordered to rejoin the
The smart shower, accompanied Hy 'light- Cortland. The former republicans elected
army Willi the rank of suh-lieutenaiit.
t he Iiiuperor"- attendant* last evening received
iu tin1 States named hail formally and pubning and hail, which visited this locality on
rdt
depart for the seat of w ar forthwith.
licly renounced their connection with radical1
m-port steamer- have heen despatched to Al- Thursday of last week, was a terrible tornado
-•«• ria
to bring home the troops now operating
in vicinity of Lewiston and along the east ism, joined the Democratic party and endorsa
• i11*t the rebels in thal
country.
It was very ed its principles. Let us see for a moment
The Mmi-ter of Marine has ordered all vessels ba,nk of the Penobscot 1 Liver.
not u-eful in time of war, sudi as Imperial yaehjs,
destructive in Androscoggin county, behaving how the action foreshadowed at Portland acto he disarmed.
A
There were great popular manifestations m favor much as it
did on the lVnobseol. Tile cords with this.
• I war made 1 a t
The intention to nominate (low Chamberevening on the boulevards.
account, from tin*
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following
| gives a description
order-

1*01.ICY—EFFORTS FOR PEACE.

Bangor Whig,

of

its

in

the lain

ravages
Pari- July HI.
Eight days ago Bismarck
Bai'Oi Wert her to make no concessions to the latter
|
< m b
io\erument. -a\ iug, ’T*o not Ir* too much
Fences were blown down like straws, large
We arc readv to prolong the situation
upi.
quantities of hay in the holds scattered beyond
il po*-ih!e to July 20.”
The journals argue from
of recovery, the largest trees upturned or
hope
tin- thal Prussia meant war from the beginning
twisted oUTikc reeds, corn and other growing crops
and -ought to gain time.
cut down and spoiled by the hail, and everything
i’h. Emperor leaves Paris to-day for the seat oft moveable hi tin* track of the hurricane

region—

ed
I

the Prince Imperial accompanying him. The
Emperor desires thi* and the Empress does not
I'n ei.
Prince Napoloen will be charged with an
important mis*ion to Italy,
l.oi 1 Eyon-, the English Minister, is still endeaving
get his colleague* here to present a eollec"-•• '1 ••
i'i• st for a Congress of European Powers to
• •iih*
l.he «|m*stion between France and Prussia.
w'

I l:

o

»M

CELLIN'—KIN.; WILLIAM**
LAR

FA 1 It

ARRIVAL—POPU-

LSI ASM.

Berlin. Inly 1H. King William arrived here last
•niii1 from Em-. Hi- journey was a
complete
Mution from the *tarl. On pausing at Coblontz lie
wa- -m romided by an immense
throng, and on
'.min:' torward, said, “1 am pleased with this snr>•••■ to it
that you behave as bravely elsepi
where.** on hi- arrival in this city the King
tomid tut!v one hundred thousand people at the
Eilioti wailing to escort himtothe palace. The
.ill.- lay through the *plondid street of Hnterden
I mdcii. which wa* i’overed with Hag* „nd
grandly
'Humiliated for the ocea*ion. All along the march
the crowd -houted, cheered and sang national
'Mini
The King was repeatedly call<*d for and
Hilled the crowd from the palace windows.
I be (government receives each hour, from all
p u t" ot Hcrmany, oilers of men, horse.-, arms and
money in support of the national cause. The volunteering is extraordinary and tin1 entire male population demand arms. The government recoinue nd* Bremen as a porl of
entry.
-'

■

AND AUSTRIA SUPPORT FRAM E.
P .ris, July Hi.
\ ietor Emanuel lias
telegraphed
!•»
die Emperor of the French his sympathy and
dial co-operation. Austria and Denmark have
d-o d.-.-lare.l for Franco by special
It VIA

telegrams.

Mil

FRENCH

FLEET—SPAIN

FRIENDLY

TO

n.wcrc.

New Vorli, July 1(1. The following is :i special
to Hie Herald.
Paris, July 1(1. Tito French tinny is concentrating at .Mein/. Napoleon leaves lo day for the border and will cross Ihc Jihine immediately.
Marshals McMahon, Ha/aitte and Canroberl
will eonimand the divisions.
Frenclt guuhoal flotilla i- on the liltine.
Admiral Genouilly, who commands the Baltic
licet, will immediately bombard the Prussian polls
"ii the Baltic.
French gunboats are already in (lie
Prussian rivers. The army and navy will attack

imnltaiieously.

flu1 French licet is watching the Prussian fleet
in Ihc British Channel, and are
awaiting orders lo
attack it.
Sweden will remain neutral. Austria will remain neutral if Itussiaii does.
Italy is friendly to
I ranee, and tile
King of Italy and Gen. Prim have
wmicn to Napoleon.
Spain will he friendly, ljenmark otters to
join Fram e. England will he neut' d.
borne, tin' key lo tlte Mediterranean,is under
r reiieh control.
i he French
army are singing tlte Marseillaise
and universal enthusiasm
prevails.
I'NCI.ISII OPINIONS.
London. -Inly In. The extra-ollieial
expression
the Ministers Pads to the belief that
England
peremptorily forhids the occupation of Belgium by
I lie neutrality of
Franco
will be diftlEngland
nit perhaps impossible and
dishonorable, should
Holland and Belgium become involved in tlte war
I'lte Times intimates that the
recovery of Alsace
and Lorraine, containing tlte modern Provinces'of
Moselle and Lower lihine, are the real
objects of
w nr oil the part of Prussia, and in that
site has the
empathies of mankind. English intervention is
probable in the ease of Prussia's losing strcip'th
Tlte absolute withdrawal of Leopold is
generally
3
credited.
..I

Flic sentiment of Frauce in favor of war
appears
to be so unanimous as it has been
represented.
Flic New York papers itave
not

despatches stating

materially

damaged. Kvc.n -tone wall- wen* thrown down
for rods by the immense power of the gale. Those

lor Smith—and so turn, twist and reconstruct
them that they shall this year vote
against
Smith and for Chamberlain?
not as

Why

well seek to transfer them to Pcrham, between whom and Chamberlain there is no
more

difference than between

coppers?

two

nickel

Nobody

is authorized to this bargaining and sale, and we warn the self-constituted brokers that it cannot be done.
In another article the Union
says, of the

adjournment—
Some

of the
Delegates opposed it strongly.
Among them were Bros. Simpson of the Belfast
Journal and Emery of the Bangor Democrat. We
are sorry that
duty should lead them to take such a
position. We think they made a mistake to cling
so tenaciously to a defunct
organization, destitute
ol enthusiasm and
incapacitated from successfully
a
meeting single issue of the present.
Ill \\ asliington
County, ami we think it is so in
other counties, the voters are asking
anxiously,
"Why re-enact this farce longer!'’ Ami thev mill
What's the use of voting?”
A
defunct organization" ! Voting the
democratic ticket “a farce”! We arc accustomed to rebuke such language as that in

thing is apparent, above all others, in
the war that lias so suddenly blazed out
from a condition of apparently profound
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One

was

Bocki.aSd, July IS, Into
Since my last, nothing ot importance has taken
peace—and that is, that France was deter- i place in this locality that would be of much interest
to your many readers.
Business still continues
mined to have war.
The Spanish throne ;
dull, and many laborers whose occupation is lioiewas the lirst pretext, and that was removed.
| burning, have been obliged to seek employment in
The last one. upon which war was declared, the
haying fields or elsewhere. The hot days 1
I
was the dismissal of the French minister, for ! which we have had
during the past few weeks, letter addressed to hi* wit;. fin- eontents thereof
have caused nmu\ of our citizens to seek the cool- moved him to Ilog the writer. He then read the
a cause which the world will deem to have
been sufficient, and which was evidently a ing sea breezes, by making excursions down the let ter to the crowd.
harbor, and to the many islands which li< along tin
Then* i> a grave stone in New Jersey which ":,v'
premeditated affront to the King ot Prussia. coast. The little
steamer Pioneer, which is owned ’’Julia Adams—died of thin shoes.”
When President Pierce dismissed tiro
English principally in Yinalhaven, and makes daily trips i„
It is conceded that! iov. Hoffman, ot New A * n k
ambassador at Washington for recruiting and from that place to this
city, is patronized quite * will have another term, and the predictions in hi'
men tor the Crimean
army, it was by no extensively this summer by excursionists. Car- favor vtend even t" the White House a! Washimver's Harbor, in Vinalhaven, is
means thought to be a cause of war.
becoming quite a ton for lsTT
favorite place of summer resort, many families
I lie eagerness for
shown
bv
France
Crant's uneouth treatment of (iov. English, dm
light
the summer there hist year, and
many ing the former’s advertising trip to Woodstock, ibetokens not only thorough preparation, but having spent
more have engaged rooms there this
accounted foi.
easily
Mr.
English may be a candidate
year.
a determination to have war on some
Hi* rime is the 'ante as Han
pre- McDonald has opened a hotel there called the Mc- for the Presidency
fOek’s.
'hi' ago Time
text.
As between France and Prussia, the Donald House. The
Ocean House, at Owls Head,
Prevost Paiadol, th
world would doubtless be gratified to see the kept by Mr. fasten, is another place that is well
new Freneh mini ter it
j
former soundly thrashed—a feeling that patronized by parties trom this city and surround- i Washington, has -i'tU !
I> uk Aberdeen. <»: >,.i import, is r* ported udn»i«
would probably undergo change, at least in ing towns, it being easy of access both by 1.. and
wat< r. and situated in one of the most
on Long Island. HI the eastern
beautiful
and
bay, leaking badly
till'' country, should
new
complications romantic places ou our coast.
Lieut. Drew, sou
Rev. W. A
Drew, of \u
arise.
till Friday
evening last, the Thomastou t ornet go Ja, recently died a terrible death from starvation
A fueling of dissatisfaction among the Band, together with a
large number of their friends, and thirst in tin mountains ,.| New Mexico.
French, apprehended discontent from a trom that place and this city, made a moonlight exAmong recent nominations i,y the President idense population and short crops, or kindred cursion m the Pioneer, to Camden. The evening that ot Wales Hubbard to be Register ol the l.-thd
< Mliee :il |
was
line,
with
a
clear
.ewiston, Idaho.
exceedingly
sky ami smooth
ideas, may have much to do in influencing
sea.
I hey arrived at Camden about nine
o'clock.
Mrs. Lincoln m last has got a
the Emperor to war as a means oi
pension.
strength- An hour was spent with mine host of the
Bay
1 has. \. Dana says that if il hadn’t been for him
the
throne.
Hut
the
ening
Napoleonic \ icw, who kimllv opened his house to (heexcur- <«eii. Crant would never have been President. Ii
dynasty is inllueneed hy its traditions and a 'ionists. As the band passed up the street, lighted this be true. vve nuis| agree vvilb John Russ, !i
that Dana ought to have been strangled
bv lurches, in the bands of
belief in its destiny.
boys, w bo accompanied poling,
when h< vv aLou. < our. Journal.
baby
•I'cni. followed by the procession of excursionists,
flic absorption of the
I
Belgian provinces we
II dl is to have e mitnaud of tin Vretie exipt
were forcibly reminded of the uck
and the establishment, of the Rhine as the
lantern
pedition. and will -t o t next -pring to uitoan *• tie
of lsfin, w hen Abraham’s hosts
gathered
northern boundary of Eranee has long been campaign
north pole.
lor conqucs t.

!
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Legislature

except

which deserves to lie defunct—the republican

party.
Dip Portland Argus stales that when the
wrecked ship II. li. Wright was abandoned oil

there lie

and other state ollieers shall be chosen in
It is
1 ursuaneo of the State (.'oastilntion.
provided that nothing in any act shall limit
or

extend the term of otllee of any

wa>

I

was lound to be an old otfender, and
refused admittance.
Hie alternate sentence.

one,

tence

of the Police Court.

skill and energy, the man, whose name is
miral Porter has urged upon the administraThe account tion the
necessity’ of being prepared for em-

h«* old and

I
A

ti'ri*t.

ll know

wa

mtinue
r.o-loii

( o.,

p.
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How is that for high
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STOCKTON.

frirmi-

Mm*
Hot ire
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duly IS. IsTO.

Mudgett, Libby A Critliu launched from their
yard, on Saturday, a -11i|• of 10T»0 tons, railed tin
s,ontag, to be commanded by < apt. F. I» ! I• i■;
man. of this place,
she i- IT:! feet Ion;.v, .‘hi f. I
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do hu-im
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>'i tin* city.
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mg. »>ur fi i. ud- w ho may Pr nuking pmvha-r m
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Stewart, saved both their iives.
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oiinty will pi.•;»-«* tak<*
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!i\.otl..o
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Hilmdn. \ng JTlh.

,! I.i.i.i, |.,|• t, ,1".-till.-, t
1.
nomination m ill.- i»i‘iili»i'r.iti
"iii:•*ti in
Ii.- itrsi li-ti i,-i.
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Ill" nn- i-i
I»\ lh" 11:11 i \ * -. h

lii
Kivn. li iv-nlt-nt-in < hiii 4.
in« lies beam, and 21 feet in llie hold : i- of modern
l». ti * -«>ti li I'm**. I.
Tiii- Kivu 'i
model, with very handsome lines, and is >-on"
-• I
iiiiii.I
ui'l lh. ii' hoii-i
I.urn. .1.
side red by experts to be on* of the liand-omest
I’h" udrmioiii. r- ";t\ lh a! w .• i.■ it not f,.i th" -1.*»tships ever built in these waters. She was built un":ir w.nilil hi* lull, h
der the superintendence of < apt. Ueorge Preble of "li tin- -mi, lh" v\ :i 1 h' t hi
VVY li«>|
m.ho.l) will hno.-k
tie Krelleh Lloyds and < apt. Ilerriman. of the "arnn-r thrill i! i-!
-1 »"l oul "t ill.- hiiniii ii
American Lloyds, and cla-Ms in both first class
I her.' \v>•
l<>r idtbe years.
i-.--, o!' -mi- Hot,.She i> eouslrueied of the best maihii'i) i\ fatal
terial, metal and iron fastened, and her work done in \"\v A "i h "ii lii. .1 i\
in t.he most thorough manner, under the eye of
Tin* in.nl.. Ioi
'iitintic
liv- -in.I *-\ il".l »n

Master Hoodlum.
Most of the work lias been done by the new and
improved machinery' of Mudgctt, Libby A (iriiliu.
The new engine of this firm will be working m 2u
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She readied the rock and before the
A I 11 ■.
11 •.
a l.
i i.hi'
tineiit. liasle was a Frenchman, as well as
Hun
wave came scrambled up the precipice
iciest,
beyond its
days, when they will he capable of turnitm out ■> lit- .in I i;ot l«;i. I, |" licit itv
reai'li. Stewart then readied the shore himself by and may have sympathized with his viand
rymen;
vast amount of machine work.
the plank and rook.
but that lie incited the Indians tu aitark the
I 111
c hi
!
ilr.hv ini ml licit •». »:'h mils
Fng11icy found themselves in a desolate region in a lish
Willi the splendid (pialitics <4] (lie S<>nt i::. aid
or did
settlements,
hi .- |."im.|
his
ttint".I hv th. .Iroti Tit, t iohatiix
oufcufr
anything
shoeless
ailing the
sorry plight—drenched,
and hut half dolli• ommauder.
of
Imr
mu*
li
m
reputation
ed. They sel out to liad a habitation, Imt became as a missionary is denied Uy his cotemporaries and ,
III" 111" -1 i"ii. m
li. ’I is
I * i’ ij *. ou sci* Mar! h.i
e\ peeled of her.
lost in the wood-. They endeavored to lind the friends. It is a curious fact that
while tlte English
j I I 'nr \\ hi
-hip again Imt could not. White wandering about had little for the
that Imr .-migmNotwithstanding
<;0u|.
I'l"'
Indians save powder and ball, the
«• "i "I Hi.i -1,1
J
in the woods they were found by Mr. Win. K. CorMartha “froiihl. I
the unfriendly legislation of ongn
m
khm
hdl and taken to his house and kindly eared for. French wen* aide f«» live in peace among th< abori- by
ihoi:l in.iiiN thi.I
b;is
had
tlm
to build this e.e-on tie f-llovv
I
coinage
They met the Captain and crew the next day at gines, to internumy and m convert.tlmm the < hrb- j
Th" \ n .mi A.I\ ii. ii1.
Inn.
.1 n<\\
m
ilnl litter, wlio were
ing vessels--greatly astonished at seeing
tabors of priests.
This naturailv c\- j
them, regarding them almost as ones risen from tiiUiily by tftf*
t\|..
A i.rill'm, P»..otuii
Sliip
Soiling,
Mud.-etl,
by
Libby
cited
the
the dead.
u
jpaimiyv of the English, who In-ought ac- Park-by
;oy
A -on of V k. Sa \\ \.
I
j., o| th" l.li-w mth
cusations of treachery against the missionaries, I >oiib|(* deck sell,
f',0
\ im-ri.-an, <l»*-• l ai An n la on I’lii.-.I ay
II
WaRoberts A lliehborn.
.00
that
were doubtless the merest lietioii.
P»rig
is
There can he no real foundation lor tie
Nothing
F\,-;ir- ol
Schooner
,h.| a \.-i s worth) smim- man
H. S. Staples,
200
more unreliable than the
biographies of persons ac200
ii. F. Rice,
speculative movement which sent gotd iip to tive in matters of
A littl*
m "I f
\. Ilolhrook w a
'll own.' I in
religion or polities, after a lapse
I -t) the lirst of the week.
The.cuuscs which ot two hundred
in i 11-1 .on* I in
\ >
14 la on M .a,'t \: :.ooo
years, especially if the record he
made gold high a few years ago, viz : war hy the hand of an opponent.
l!\-Snievi \ 11 i.
\ ours Ac
■

■

■

>
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here and peace in Europe, should, now that
they arc reversed, have a tendency to proPROBATE COURT.
duce a contrary effect. The statement that
Asa Tnrm.oriiii, diiilgt—I?. 1*. Filed, Register.
our securities are coming hack is another
The following business was transacted ,u the July
the
from which can lie

report

fright

dispelled

approves the miserable by the exercise of a little reason. These
farce of liquor prohibition, and but a little bonds
may be coming here to get away from
The following, later accounts gives further
more than ninety days ago
the
ollieially
approvvicinity of war, and are quite
dangerous
in
the interior of the State, as
particulars
ed a law, unconstitutional and oppressive,
likely to be followed by large investments
well as on the Penobscot.
under which the most shameful violations of
seeking safety. War will slop the drain of
The church at West Hampden was unroofed, and
the
rights of the people have been perpetrat- specie from this country by checking importhe roof blown some thirty roils from the building.
At Hampden two vessels in the river wore capsized ed. And certain
gentlemen gravely propose, tation, at the same time that our grain and
and one thrown upon her beam ends. Ill Orringin a Democratic Convention to pul in nomina- other
products will be needed to supply the
ton, besides the damage heretofore reported, we
learn that thirteen cows and three horses were tion (lov. Chamberlain,
unregenerate and un- waste occasioned by war. The advantage is
killed by lightning. In 011c instance a hailstone,
alter passing through a pane of glass, penetrated a repentant—and t he Maehias Union is moved to all on our side, and the rise in gold and other
door panel, passing clear through, such was I In- tears at our failure to
perceive how much the commodities is really noiseless.
force with which the hail was driven. At Skowliegan the lightning struck near Rucl Homestead, Democratic party would be benelitted by a
working at haying, severely injured him. The general,
The new tax ami tariff hill, passed by
thorough and unreserved apostaey !
barn of Thomas Lerton was blown down. In
I he “line of the life and labors” of the Congress reduces the duly 011 molasses to f>
Minot and Auburn ail immense amount of window
glass was broken by the hail. Two houses belong- Democrats of Maine has hitherto been in a ets. per gallon ; on sugar to 1 :i 1 to :> els.
ing to Harvey Dillingham, at North Auburn (Dillingham Hill), were blown down, and a yoke of quite a different direction from this, and if per lb. The estimated reduction in duties is
oxen so seriously injured that it was necessary to
we understand them, it will continue to lie. about twenty-nine millions per annum; in inkill one of them. A barn of .laliez Merrill, in"the
The Democratic party is a party of princi- ternal taxes about lifty millions. Total resame vicinity, was blown down and ball'the roof
of the house blown oil.
A large part of the
ple, not ol expediency. It looks for triumph duction of taxation about eighty millions
per

annum.

It

repeals unconditionally alter

Oct. 1st, all taxes on stiles of leaf and manu

Term of said Court:
A

li.MINISTRATION ON

Kilman,
Murden,

Sarah ('.
Josiuli W.

TIIE

E.STATE

I'lioiuas F.

• >

Hillman, Administratrix;
Maiden, Administrator

John

F.

Elijah ft.

;

Crockett; L. M. Patridge, Administralo
Edwin It.
Sawyer, Emery Sawyer, Administrator.
Wills Proved—Benjamin Monro, Win. II. Iturrill,

Executor;

Eben

Taylor,

Grant

Gilpatrick,

Executor.

Guardians Appointed—Andrew Turbeli

over

Geo.

Torbell, minor child ol' Harriet Torb-ll, laic id Lincoln
vilie, deceased; Samuel S. Ilersey over Augustine II.
Ilersey, minor heir of S. S. Ilersey, late of Belfast, deceased; Sain uel Norton over Ida M. and Willie II.
minor children id William 15. Morse, deceased.

Morse,

Inventories

Filed

on

the

Estate

oi

-George

Collins, late ol Belfast; John Sawyer, late of Unox;
Thomas Yates, late ol Palermo; Elvira E. Mahoney, id
Belfast, minor; Ella E. Nichols, ol Sears port, minor.
Accounts Allowed on Estate ok-olive J. Vickery, minor; Hattie P. Crooker and als. minors.
Licenses to sell Heal Estate oK~Phiueas Whit
ten, Montville; Nathan Clark, Freedom; Mary U.
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LETTER FROM BUCKSPORT.

Correspondence

ot the Journal.
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Nows of tlio County anil City

July

jo.

I

has been a rarity of late. I
News in this | I a
writ** only to correct tin* following talement made
! in I In* Bangor W hig, relative to th recent tornado
In Bueksport two barns wi re demolished, and
the window glass broken out of nearly e\er\ house
in the place
The hailstone- laid in w ini-uw- and
crops woe almost ruined.
So far as 1 < an learn, there is not a word of truth
in the above.
W'e had, to be sure, a very lieavv

II. .hi.

'll

ill v n

\1

iml.nv,

I.YItll’S.
in hot

No. 111.

J|...
1111U- s} arrow I mi Mod iis f mil hom.
And reared iis tender oll.-priug, «k*v toy *k»7,

>

,'C.isuu s

A

I ntil

tli.-ir strength and liclptnla.

A year went by,and when M vy tety
Hy its mysterious pilotage helped

;s

were com.

wore w
on,

o'er trackless

wades, avoiding every harm.
My chirping m ighhor found iis m *1 agum.

reason is hut Id hid uid groping leui
Iteside the ti n 1 H--«/l knows n shrinking dreud.
How perfect i-• foul
prov id. ;• .: how clear
fhe path in whieh hi helpl.*-* thing-, are I. d

Man’s

thunder shower, accompanied by territie lightning,
which shattered an oak tree on Seminary Hill, but
|
that was the only damage done.
weeks ago Mr. J. H. \\rest, while at work
Moo-e Horn Bridge, in the hack part of thi-

\ lew
on

Thank- to Mr. T. I I’r. i. ri U for 1 In* hands.ntip. I. h we have -mi fo, a long time.

esf lot of while

badly injured. He with others w
replacing some heavy stones at Hie bollom of one
l"wn

of

was

very

a-

I' i di.rin.

the abutments

which had been worked out.
The travel had not been discontinued, and while
tho men were at work below a carriage pa-sed

j over, giving

the bridge so much of a jar as to cause
I
the abutment on which they were at work to -pread
Daisley, Searsmont; Ellen W. Roberts and als. Brooks. and fall in ruins. The men tried to save thorn-elves
List ok Claims Rkti unkd on Est v ie oi
Ephriam by jumping into the stream They all escaped with
Me Kenney, Swan vilie.
slight bruises except Mr. West, who was badly
Commissons Rerouted on Partition ok Estate (‘•rushed
by' Hie rocks. His injuries arc internal,
ok —Benjamin C. Nichols, Snarsport.
and doubts arc entertained of Ins
—

recovery.

If vncock.
factored tobacco, snuff, cigars, foreign and
The census taker of Davis county, III., is
dividual among its opponents. The
and
and
distilled
wines
domestic,
spirits
party
An old lien lullin’ ('ape celebrated tin*
lie
has known glorious triumphs in times past, The income tax is continued for 1870 and out with the best joke of the census,
asked a woman at a farmhouse the aye <>f Fourth by pecking at one nt the new lyh* ol
and the country unexampled prosperity—but 1871, and no longer, at the rate of 2 1-2 perher oldest child, and she replied, “Von havn 'torpedoes till if exploded and blew her head
never from such a course as that
come around about a month too soon.”
i off.
proposed, cent.

j

Nm-Pm. iMuo.-ral, Smalm lion
W'l Inn doll oil thr ! till, u ..if*

-umptioii.

Portland, came to the conclusion that this coiinlv
w :is wi ll enough represented in Kelfast
jail already.
s0 he let the fellow slide without regard to the sen-

Cutler, with the certainty that she would go
(treat activity exists in all the navy yards
to pieces, the colored steward and wife were
of the United States, and a
large licet i- berefused room in the boats. By the greatest
ing got in readiness for contingencies. Ad-

successful!

Hon. Dani* I
MillUr-oti |i. |

informed, was thirty days in your countv
jail. The Marshal, after keeping the fellow in the
lockup lor •• numlKT of days, on his arrival from
am

Portland,

to a steady adherence to those
principles. It
places them above any men of its own organization, and infinitely higher than any in-

GENERALITIES.
(apt. John Curtis, a well known Rruiiswi i
shipmaster, died ;,i l>, rinuda. July Jd. of iV\« r
President 1'Iy<>e* s. (.rant has. at last. -iie,.,.|
ed in something, in his message of l>eeeinl»*
|s,1|h he lid. -I >ngge>t |||,. renewal of the im-om.
tv.’
This ii: j»j v suggestion, prompted by tie
* • i*:m« 1 Army of ■•tliee-bolders. ha> been
adopt
by the Radical < mi.
I’iiil. Age.
An Augusta man llie other day opened a dio|

radical papers, where alone we have seen it
hitherto. And we tell the editor of the lotion a cherished hope of llie French people. The
\ cry little interest is yet manifested hero hi the
\\
:I1V H'-a-ed
to Irani that th.* rtlirirnt th l
disasters of the latter years of the reign of approaching fail election, and the fact that the Re- genllenianly Fa-tern Agent of <i. |\ K. li «
that the use ot such
is
as
unwarlanguage
Wm. Flower-, lias renewed hi- engagement
apt.
ranted as it is unprecedented, lie has no the elder Napoleon are not forgotten or for- publican party in ibis State,has been sold out -bob with the eonipany. II.- iman of sterling worth,
and sinker" to prohibition, and the manifest cor- :l“«
In'-. -up**r\ i-ion tor tin* pu-t thirteen
right to use il. It is untrue. The Demo- given by either France or her ruler.
*)•th.
:i.:riir\
ha- Im iva-rd it- Im-Hir-- rapidK
of its leaders throughout the eouutrv, fail- >*
Waterloo, Wellington, and the English ruption
cratic party is strong, vigorous and
1 hat o| ihr
hopeful.
ing as it has to properly reduce the burdensome than s|uo,oon|la-.-eu'jvr <lr|iartuient amount- to uum
of
Is
have
been
aunndiv,
br-ide- thr freight, win. h
not
over
15,
It may have reverses—it has had them lie- triumph
looked, taxation or to do ant
thing for the dn lining inn r- large w ith th.- W. -t.
Argu-.
lore, and survived. It may have traitors—it nor tlie fact that Hlueher’s Prussians gave osts of the country, have made the rank ami tile ol
H' nian -hip- in Anion, m
nd-m.-d t
p..ntin'
linishi
has had that experience hitherto and outig blow on that disastrous held. the party, and all w ho arc not feeding on govern- remain, tor tear ot
n rr
capture |»y French
ment
These
facts
and
the
of
the
within
themselve
pap, enquire
"How long American ves.-rl.- transferred
lived il.
captivity
Emperor
o
u„
(hiring our
must
these things bo?"
\\ c do not accept or credit the above libel- at St. Helena are seared as with
Hamburg and olln-r llags, imu tiud tlinn-r| v« m*
burning
•*!' there no balm to heal these
wounds,
uf thr frying pan into the ii>
lous charge against the Democrats of Wash- iron mto the heart of every Frenchman.
N" kind physician to he found!'”
e hav 1 a settled belief that. however the
\\
Tlwiv are a number of republicans here who arc
Nearly hoon tom of shipping are being built In
ington county. They are a noble body of
I’homaston this year.
Thr linn of Samuel Wattwar may allect the rest of
it
is
bold
deand
honest
to
true
enough
allow
their
to
murEurope,
men,
enough
themselves, true to their princiA ( o., i-huilding a-hip of 1-oOton-: o'liricn, .M<
to
be
<
heard, and in words express the bealliitn A < ... on ..f I si Hi ton-; Met-on. (irrn A
ples, and true to their party. Will they not signed to draw England into its currents, murings
lief. that after d\
legislation in behalf of < •».. a bark ol sod ton-: John S|,l:,|| ,,M(. 0j‘ -no
repudiate this charge by their local organ, and will probably do so. The problem of black men. a few years
toils ; Walk r. I>nnn A <
hive a schooner ol ; -»
days, at least, should be devol. d tonmarly roinplrtrd. and will -oou put up alloth>*i
and set themselves right before the Demo- reaching the shores of England, with sailing to the interests
of white men. For a few days af- oft!."
im
-i
: ami
Mrlian nil l'i\-..u hi.
ships ano uncertain winds, in the laee of the l or the Fourth, there was jjuite a stir
rrrentlv put tip one of ’.Jo Phi-.
cracy of the State ?
among tie
which
thi*
from
licet,
First
Napoleon
This attempt to divide and distract the English
proprietors of the Trotting Park and horsemen in
i hr editors ot tin- Lew isfon Journal and <»\p.rd
Democratic party at this time, we are dispos- the dill's of Boulogne vainly pondered over, general about town. Messrs. Russell A Edwards, Demo, rat ha\. '■ n to -iivakrd Mountain. \\
ed to regard as charitably as possible. But has been solved by steam. The immense who had leased the Park for the season, very sud- hop.* to -end I hr wholr purl \ tie
by amt b\.
took their departure tor p irK unknown, takI
H“U I.
it has a very suspicious odor of being made iron-clad navy of France, the ‘huge steam denly
It. Mn 1.
111 hi
I.. U elected hief
ing w it h them the proceeds of the bogus tr<>t winch '•Ugilierr of thr department of dork- in New ^ Oi l.
in the interest of radicalism. Our opponents transports, and every appliance fin transport
took place here on the Fourth, without notifyinr
-' r o u
an
I'm ■••ii th>* pit ot th> Kiu-i oi
with
army
in thi- State are divided and distracted in mg
speed and comfort, have the proprietors, or other creditors of their intention * oI’ii'i'r
v
mil'll!
iin<t Frau
Tin* 1 7 ar'- lh»v» ii
not been created without a
Tin*
b» do so.
purpose.
One of them was arrested in Lewiston ii)**i)t helir\a
their scramble for tho spoils. The First ConNapolron i- brut on making aggiv
-i'r
War
in
ot the English as sailors in hand- upon a warrant, for taking and
lailop.-, to gain all owr-ina tcrilig po
carrying avvav a lion, ami tor.,
gressional District is lost to them. The .sen- superiority
th. r.-toi tlion -t th.- Itoiirbon
t*
Il was gig belonging to Mr. (lay, and brought back to this Spain.
atorial question is making great gaps in their ling sailing ships, is uncpieslioned.
to
answer to the same and in be
'•ity
on by
in
vain
that
the
lust
pounced
created
Heels,
Napoleon
Thr (’nlor tdo potato
ranks. The dismal prospect of shipping, the
it a- far a- < dm* in
hi< many creditor'. After settling the matter of
l wire at Aboukir and Trafalgar, did Nelson
its .-a- I ward maivh. 11 a ri \ al in .M nor will L ,*
heavy taxes, low wages and generally dethe gig, he was arrested on several special writs,
mat
annihilate the naval power of France,
dimity to thr stat«*.
and made to fork over what little funds he had
pressed condition of the country are weighing utterly
unlil
the
was
A
Mi-.
I Li ri
in
wiiil' ln\in into lt.»rk|H»i t. Ind..
But,
plan
given up
about him, to .satisfy the longings ot his creditors
despair.
the parly down.
And now, just when a
tor a li \ o)Vr, w
tin own from hr r wagon ami tin
as we have said above, steam vessels have
Two
other
of
who
have
specimens
humanity,
next lnornili
dm didn't nrr.l one
Her lui-ban t
hearty union alone seems called for to give
been
in
all
in
for
thr
this.
this city, and lend- paid
funeral, hill iil-rrihrd oil tin* folilb-tom
dealing
prize randy
us certain victory, come timid,
halting action, changed
Mr-.-.
Wneu the torch of war is once lighted, ing a helping hand in the advancement id lin' sodivided counsels, an adjourned convention,
cial evil," took a sudden departun the other day.
Mr. F.. K. Weston, who-.- -kill and ta-te a- an a
is no estimating how last or far it
there
and a Democratic paper with leaders filled
may
leaving unpaid many little debts.
Annum their ti.-t are known ami acknowledged far and wide, haad.
Frederick of Prussia set out on a
with talk about the Democratic party being spi'(
creditors was our friend the (Ja/.ettc man, who had oprued tu*w photographio room- -n A\ < -t Market
“a defunct organization” without enthusiasm holiday campaign to invade the province of a bill of about forty dollars for printing.
Hearing "duare, Itangor. I’hr production- of Mr. Wr-ion"
I’heii -oft
or capacity !
Was such miserable manage- Austria, and initialed a war which raged for that the aforesaid parlies were operating in your '■ Hurra ha\.*n.» -uprrior- anywhere.
We can only conjecture the city, the (iazrttem.an started in pursuit armed with lies -. drlira.-v a lid lini-h are tinrix a I led. and tin liment, such sheer madness ever before heard thirty years.
a
special writ, and succeeded in wrenching the ter i- disposed at lie* lir-t id vantage with the rV.
complications and events that will arise out
of?
>f a.iir-. he w ill h.a\e abend «n
“spondulix” from them to tin* full amount, together "I' a true n tie
We call upon the Democracy of Maine to of the present state of affairs, and watch
w ith costs, and returned Name
day with counte- -llrrr--.
and
wait.
c a
gi\
proper ivliukr to this worse than folly.
nance radiant with joy
• hr It ill:
\\ :e
ni M
I i\ p.allied th. I* »■
Let the cumin."' eonve"iion m. a full one. le*
The tii-i manifcNtalnni of *
momy which ha- ol il
'.I
1 tin
’ml" m
•I'.'it ••! huillilitv.
(
The
hccii
townbe
shown
this
I'us.s
i-r
o,
every
year among our city authorities
represented,and then lei the issue
ongressional
(icorgia has
\ iir"i.. w oman, m ,r
hiliroih-*. Ohio, on -.mi
was brought to light the oilier
he tried whether we have a
day in the arrest of ■III to s i-.il a neighbor lately 1- tt her I.il.i -I. pin
party or not. If terminated for the present in the passage of
a boy on hoard the steamer
“ii the I" I, and by w
of
Richmond,
of
for
ut ily
li. ,| it to ttn
City
a
ay
we have, let it assert itself, and administer a
bill which in effect will leave open the
stealing. On examination in the Police < «ui: l lie brd-po-t by a -Irur* I'adrlird armiml th. body Mu
rebuke to any man or set of who talk about ipiestion of a State election next fall, and
In r return ihr hiid w
ham-in o\. : ; h.- id.
was s,*m to the Reform School, but on bis arrival
I In* bed by t In* ||r k .pllle i|. id
the one providing that members ot the
any "defunct organization”

injured.

pothers

LETTER FROM ROCKLAND.

avowed in the speech of Mr. Emery,
states—
who presented the resolution of.
ergencies. Although it is scarcely possible
He tiad noticed a large rock under her counter,
adjournment. Let us see what claims (low and if the ship held together, perhaps at low water that this government will he called upon to
Chamberlain has, or his friends in the Ih mo- they might reach the rock and climli up the clitf to act in any way in the European struggle, yet
the land. He accordingly put li is wife forward
eratie party’ can urge, for his nomination, as amt put a tile preserver upon her, hut her fright “preparation is the mother of safelv.”
was so great, she clinging to him and
running after
proposed. The radical platform on which him. so
endangering her life at every moment, that
Cow Chamberlain was last year elected, he lashed tier forward. He then got a piece of
Mi'. Motley, Minister to England. Im been
plank out the after hawse pipe to the rock and made recalled, for
contained these declarations—
something he did or failed to do.
fast the spanker gut to the cud of the plank. He
Resolved. That we h:ne entire ronlideneo in the put a fool rope oo the plank, and
the step- and consequent, displeasure of (bant.
Mr.
rigged
National Administration.
It is entitled to the con- down to it. All this was done, he it
remembered, Frelinghuysen, of New
fidence of the country. Its patriotism and integ- with the ship heating and
Jersey, has hern
dashing itself to pieces,
rity and pure motives commend it to all good men. waves freipiently making a clean breach over tier. nominated and eon tinned as his successor.
Its wise statesmanship lias already been shown, Stewart then
put a running bowline around hiand its ability will continue to 1«> illustrated. And wilV's waist and bid her save herself. She
finally
we rejoice that there has been placed at its head,
made the attempt and reached the rock, but just as
The account, of the life and labors,,! the < ithol i<
by so general a snttrage, tbe great chieftain, upon she did so a great w av e buried her ten feet beneath Missionary, Father liasle, which w
recallly «opjed
whom a grateful republic lias tines hastened to con- it and she was washed hack under the
Stewart
fer its highest honors, and to whom by general ac- succeeded in dragging her on hoard ship. in an al- trom the 1‘ortland Transcript, was uudmtbtrdlv
again
claim il concedes its greatest indebtedness.
niost senseless condition, by f he* bowline ait ached colored somewhat hy prejudices which liavc come
Resolved, That we eniphal ieally renew our ad- to her body. With entreaty and
pursuason he in- down trom the ilay.s of tin? old wars between the
hesion to the ludnriple of prohibition, and a vigor- duced tier to make a second
attempt. This was English and french lor tin? possession of this-eou- I
ous
of

who saw the tornado describe il as having the appearance of a dense wall of black and angry clouds,
from which depended a whirling, twisting*column,
resembling an elephant's trunk, which lazily
swung to and fro, leaving destruction wherever it
touched.
In Brewer, Mr. Pierce's barn was blown to the
ground, ami the dwelling of Mr. Freeze crumbled
into a mass of ruins. Six persons were in tin*
house, but miraculously escaped without further
damage than some severe bruises. Some other
buildings were destroyed but we do not learn
whose. The iron roof was lifted oil* the engine
house of Noalley’s mill, and one end of the building
enforcement of laws to, that end.
blown in by the wind.
In Holden, Charles StieklamPs house was unrooflifty. Chamberlain does not appear to have
ed and his barn completely destroyed, as wen* those
owned by Joseph B. Copeland, Charles Copeland, hesitated long about placing himself upon
Hiram Wiswell, Mr. TIodgdon and .lotham Pierce.
this platform, or to have been troubled by
J. B. Copeland's house was damaged ami* nearly
all the windows broken. Three chimneys were any scruples in the matter, lie was ollicially
blown oil’ Charles Copeland’s house, which was notified of Ids
nomination on the gsih of
otherwise damaged.
In Orrington the roofs wore torn trom the dwell- June, and on llie Tilt of July aeeepted it,
ings of Zenas Smith, Burt let l Curran. Thomas
that
Curran and Horace Fields, and the walls skittered. saying
"The resolutions of the Convention declare a
The barns of Mr. Fling :qa# Joshua, Severance
were blown H it, ami in,the letter a valuable ox public policy identical witli the line of my life and
was killed.
The barns of John Jameson, Leopold labors hitherto. It only remains for me in assure
Lssec, Jeremiah Bowden and ILaw'son Lufkin you of my earnest 1'aitli that the triumph of these
were unroofed*and otherwise damaged.
Mr. John liberal and vigorous principles will make our peoJameson in going from his barn to his house was ple prosperous and our Stale great."
knocked down bv the hailstones, which were as
Here is the proof positive that the (inventlarge as robins' eggs. He was very badly bruised
about the head, but managed to crawi under a or endorses a platform that endorses all the
fence which protected him in a measure, until the evils that have
sprung from radieal rule at
storm lulled.
In Hampden a number of buildings were destroy- Washington—all the unequal and burdened, while others were unroofed or damaged. (J relit some taxations, the
oppressive tarilf, the
damage was done by the hail.
In Newburg, Dixmont and surrounding places, bond inquiries, and the
hosts of radieal
the storm was very violent, 'frees were uprooted, abominations that
swarm from
Washington
fences demolished and out-buildings overturned
and unroofed by the wind. The lightning struck as bats and reptiles swarm from the caverns
in several places, but we have heard of no dwellings id'
the earth. lie

orchards were blown down—the damage in this
respect being beyond credence.
At Mechanic Falls tlie gale was quite severe.
The steeple was blown from the Methodist church,
houses shorn of chimneys, trees levelled, glass
broken, etc., etc.
in Greene the gale with great fury struck a barn
belonging to Joim aud Stinson I’arker. The two
had just driven into the barn with a load
oi bay, shut up the barn doors, backing the load
against one of them to prevent the door being

|
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Kilgore's photograph saloon,

a few
of IVivh Ledge, on Pilcher's
1'oii-i. hy \V. .M. Hall, which was exceedingly well
«lonc. Il represented a tidiing party, with tent

day-

ago.

a

painting

pitched, and all the attraction of dimmer life out ot
door-, in that hcauLifiil spot.
A new lly-paper ha> conic into use, which disposes of those tiouhlcsonic inse ts without poison.
The surface is .smeared with an attractive hut
treacherous compound, on which, if a fly alights.
In* dicks la ter than death to a deceased African.

Washburn and Howes A «.’o. have il

To I)r.. Gage.

The following very pretty lines
|
dedicated to Dr. ({age, who is practicing at the !
American House in this city, and were written by

im legislation looking to the revival of our shipping
and navigation interests, the President was induced
to semi a message to Congress on the subject in the
Amt r;■■an flag, blit ha>
hope that he would prevail upon that body to cona.
1 -!
id "f tin1 Age*' 0W11 tinue in session for a few days and adopt some
*ll »; 1:11 i 11 IT it''* be lorn measure of relief. Huron Gerol’t. the Prussian Minj.;‘l ;
uter, was in consultation with the President and
,.elb n<« ;
Ids Cabinet on the subject, and made suggestions
H H'
:n
furnished with which were afterwards embodied in the message to
Congress, (jnite a struggle occurred in both
i:
in
U
I -1 j1 « >i a eoat of paint,
branches to carry out the suggestions in the mes1 •!■' a "MU town of heap- ut
••n
sage. but the representatives of antagonistic inter-is rallied in force and defeated action on the subi!; .i
h* : v\ inter i> coining.
jjeet. (Hiring the proceedings of the House, which
w
n
nt oil’ t-< dri\ e in a
had hjthcrto been very quiet, the Speaker caused to
■1.
\\ ;* 1« a -k:iti-!. hor^e.
In an be read at the Clerk's desk a dispatch from Europe
that war had been proclaimed bet ween
announcing
V "
I. .i
in
-'Min
\pre»ion ! France and Prussia. The announcement was rei: j\ -•->]• m mu in\ erteil form
te
sponded to by applause on the floor and agitation
and sensation throughout the vast assemblage in
in front of him.
the galleries. With this exception there was no
1 .mi
t
i' ii^mu-m! in grave I- marked feature of interest
.O
throughout the day in
either branch of Congress, and it |was noted by
a .0
I •11 a'! 1 :om the gravel hod
conversant
with
the
closing scones of Con\
ii i- irain i** bringum up the road persons
gress that the winding up of this session was the
tamest and dullest in their experience. There wao
itib m a ,M> l»Mllist> played a game a feeling of general relief that the end of the session
j was at hand, and that this was a happy riddance of
Mi )•;•»'.*! tfk eitv. at the Fair Ground*. I
legislative rubbish.
'•! v
’*ui v
1 ii.•!
t tin lV'uit in sea-1
im w

flu-:

:is,.\

oi grio\ a nee
Hi.- corner.

.oi'-
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who lias derived great benefit from the Doctor's
•the comprehensive
medical work entitled “THE
1
SCIENCE OF LIFE, or SELF-l’RESEUVATION,” by
A.
11.
M.
advertised
fully in another column.
Hayes,
D.,
Heaven bios., tliee. Dr. Gage!
A perusal of it will convince the most timjd or sceptical
Keep thoi- to a good old agi—
reader that it is comparatively easy to avoid the ills that
Thy strength increase—
i beset the young and thoughtless, and that the weakened
and happiness
Keep thee from every ill,
j forces of manhood may be re-established,
i and usefulness may be restored to those whose constitu
’I'll} heart with goodness ||||,
tious
broken
Sec adverhave
And friends surround thee still.
been
down,
j
prematurely
tisement of Peabody Medical Institute.
When life shall cease.
ImoOsp.

j
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The Steamer-Mill .all lor
‘•PIl'Elt CHANT,'Mn BOLIVIA, via

Amazon and Purus, on the 10th
make the passage
The grant lies across tiie navigable
ot the Amazon; adjoins the rich
ot Bolivia,
gold placf r and '-old and silver quartz region
and tiie diamond region of Brazil; comprises one ot the
lias
an even and
in
tiie
world;
best agricultural regions
delightful climate, and good drainage. Cabin Fare by
this steamer, $l-'.‘> or $U>0, U. ft. gold coin or its equivalent according to location ot berths. Children under
L', hall price. Each settler who goes by this steamer
wall receive ;S2u acres of land, l iacch Hereafter this
steamer will connect at Para.month oi tiie Amazon, with
tiie steamers which sail from New York on tiie ‘Aid of
each mouth, bv which the passage will he $ljU Cabin
and $so steerage, gold. Apply to A. I). PIPKlf, at
HKNltY W. PEABODY A. CO. ft, 11 Liiierty Square,
Boston or to BA KElt & 111 RLBl U1, f 1 South fttynei,
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CRARY,

CARRIAGES!

I

C. P. KIMBALL & LARKIN,

ask wi !*!! amm mm wine

FUNDING

or

<•*.

bonds, and

a

imning

111.
illg J

\S

bittkhs,

And take no other. See that the portrait ot l>r. Clarke
is upon the label ol each bottle.
No other is genuine.
They are puerly vegetable and will not intoxicate, tfsp

Congross

DEMOCRATS OF MONROE, will meet in
at the Village SCHOOL HOUSE, August
11th, at six o’clock 1*. M. to choose delegates to the
State, Congressional and County Conventions, and to
nominate a candidate tor Representative.
Per Order Town Committee,
j

rpHE

BILL.

one

ten

UII,

R< >A1)
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LOW-PRICED

Where

A decision has been made

M

ISADORE
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■

Shareholders.

Firm,

to double the

Sales of last year if possible, and
for that reason we have determined
oiler UNPRECEDENTED INthe

to

adjoining

|

Joseph ID Wight,
Samuel H. Walker,
Ralph Durham,
W. T.

Belfast, July 11,
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of the
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TEA ROSE GOODS
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Ayer’s Cathartic Pills,
b'or

quality

other

of

popular

SILKS,

just received

supjdi/

a ueic

of SI LKS.

Llama Lace Shawls,

Woolen Shawls,

to

&.

CO., Contractors.

1870.

tllo

cheap prices.

LINEN GOODS
Purchased from

attracting

are

customers.

department
Toilet

DKORDK A. DUTCH.
dw.VC

a

Bankrupt House,

the attention of

our

You will find in this
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Mr. \ iual is strictly true,
employ, a well man.

loregoing statement
and Ili.it lie is now in

ItobwKi.L, Uri;t;sii.i:

al.il"! building to-dax pin'ruled

a

Towels,

more

■

«

I

■

o,

V i

vicinity

about the proceedings,
x in regard lo his own
> oiator
-ii
i!
a
shoxxttl his
-ni oil
le* was the cynosure 4»t
.r-l -lri.|ip- -i fi oni hi-lips xvere
mi

j

T^TELSON ALLEN, named
T_li instrument purporting to

tament of

County

••'

An Ixtf.rvifw ubtvvbf.x a Doctor ani> iiis
Three months ago Mr. dames Ilenry
Ba-uf.ni-.
Bedding, of :>()!> Drove street, New York, was, as
lie suppo. ed, not far from death's doer. His physician—considered a skilful one—had given him up,
pronouncing his complaint atrophy, lie was fearfully wasted and debilitated, had a constant pain in
his right side, ate scarcely enough to keep a baby
alive, and was much depressed in spirits. At this
juncture, a clerk in the establishment where lie
bad been employed, persuaded him to try a course
of limitation Bitters.
Last week he returned to
business; his health being quite restored.
.Tim oilier day on bis way home he met the physician who attended him, when the following conversation occurred : "What !*’said the
doctor, “is
this you?"
"L\cii so,"
replied Mr. Bedding, qnietlly;
"You're not sorry to find yourself a false
prophet,
l hope?" "No, no; certainly not. But it's a miracle. How was it, my dear fellow? how was it?
Mr. B. told lum the siory of his recovery, (ascribing il wholly to the Bitters,) and is willing to conlinn il verbally or by letter whenever applied to.
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Metcalf,
Hope, deep ulcer
severe lameness;
says lie liasTil fell

limb and
;
nil. .i of'tie- IIoiim* to aet Oil the President's as well for months, Mrs. 15. A. Smith, Vinalhavon.
tor fr«
trade in ships was caused by the dropsy, asthma, debility, ,Ve.; (be change wrou'dil
ill i"oj.i- on one hand and the general de- in her ease is wonderful.
W. It. Wellman. RockIl l He
-evvj,,u ,1 niiee oil the other.
I!ll- land. deranged digestion, Ac., says lie "feels like a
died t« -myhi that all extra -ession new man.” M. X. Weymouth. Rockland,
! >■
dillicullv
i••
-.nv
ue.|. I.nt the President says they are about
victuals, pronounced heart disease; Hie
-m*h intention.
II’ li e
ease is also wonderful.
in
bis
:i ii«
Mrs. Smith
change
ll«*\

vs

on

■

At

Probate Court held at Belfast, within ami tor the
on the second Tuesday ot July
in
the year ot our Lord A. D. lsro.

■
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Hill

I.-

W

oi OI.NiillKSS.
\s||INi

ION.

duly In.

Interv-t III till eliivinif seenev Of <'ongl’OSS was
1 Iho morning and al :.u early hour the *(al.iu<
were er<i\\dei| with
ot t*oth H »ii
inpeople.
I lie hall and eorri*•! them hein\i h-mah*-.
rowded a- on t«nner oeeasions, hut
\v. re
i*i
was a noted alienee ot lobbyists
to
I

seeking

o imr been diseovered yesterhad to de\ ote the remaining
o that hotli hram In
nr- of the s,'vvion to mere routine business, the
i lie President
m hum ”1 appropriation hills, eh-.
1 In- < ahimt were prevent in a room adjoining
<
hein:'di
covered
it
toward
liale
liaillhei alid
failure of the
...n that there \vu* proh:ihilit\ ot
ti.iii Appropriation hill, and that there had been

jobs throuirh. it h

Hopkins. Yinaltiaven,

severe

rough, debililv,

Sun of John s. Ilopkins’is also
a severe lameness of two
years
A.
Mrs.
Hanson, China, Me., cured of
standing.
swollen limbs and severe pain. Mrs. K. Richards,
Yinalhavcn, liver difficulty, Ac, Many other eases
The Doctor came
can be given on application.
among us an entire stranger. He took no special
lint
his
to
herald
advent,
quietly awaited
pains
events, until at last eases came to him; those who
had lost all hopes, lint still clung to life, and as a
last resort sought his aid and were relieved; their
joy was unbounded and they proclaimAI what
"great tilings had been done for them," marveling
that a man should, without the use of medicines,
accomplish cures which bad defied the best kill of
the medical profession. | Rockland Gazette,

improving rapidly.

being helped of

COKKKri’KI)

I'KICEN
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AURA J. MolvENNEY, Executrix ot the last will
J ot Horace Melvenney, late of Monroe, in said
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented her second
and tiuul account of Executorship on said estate lor allowance.
Ordered, That the said Executrix give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy ot this order to
be published three weeks successively in the Republican
Journal, printed at ltelfa9t, that they may appear at a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and lor said
County, on the second Tuesday of August next,at ten ot
the clock before noon, and shew cause, il any they have,
why the same should not he allowed.
ASA Till’KLOLKJ11, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Fu:u>, Register.
:;w'

I

fTIUK subscriber hereby gives public notice to all conX cerned, that he lias been duly appointed and taken
upon liiins4.lt the trust of Administrator ol the estate
of Edwin B. Sawyer, late ot Searsport, in the
County of
Waldo, deceased, by giving bond as the law directs; lie
therefore requests all persons who are indebted to said
deceased’s estate to make immediate payment,and those
who have any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for
settlement to him.
.Uv~'
EMERY SAWYER.

subscriber hereby gives public notice to all coucerned, that he has been duly appointed and taken

rpiiE
X

upon In nisei f the trust ot
Benjamin Monro, lute ol

Executor of the estate ot
in the Couuty of
Waldo, deceased, by giving bond as the law directs; he
therefore requests all persons who are indebted to said
deceased’s estate to make immediate payment, amt those
who have any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for
WM. 11. BURRILL.
settlement to him.
JwJ

I'llREIT.

WfcHKI.Y fou tiik jouknai.,

Bf.uast, Wednesday, July 1.1,
Flour,
Meal,
Kye Meal,

Corn

a

County ol Waldo,

2mo0.

BKLI' lwr

ot

Hannah Allen,
Waldo, deceased,

Executor in a certain
be the last will and teslate of Montville, in said
having presented said will

lor Probate.
Ordered, That the said Nelson Allen, give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy ol this order to be
published three weeks successively in the Republican
Journal, printed at Belfast.that they ma> appear at a Probate Court,to be held at Belfast,within and lor said County, on.the second Tuesday ol August next, at ten of the
clock before noon, and shew cause, il ai y they have,
why
the same should not be proved, approved and allowed.
ASA THURLOUGH, Judge.
A truecopy. Attest—B. P. Fiklu, UugUter.
.uva

not despair, lor Dr. Gage, at the Thorndike Hotel,
The new food-source. Sea Moss Karine, is be(and who commences practice at the American coming
very popular with all classes. As a tableHouse,
works
lielfast,
wonderous
cures
duly
;!,)
dessert, it is the cheapest and most delicious in the
!
i<o
I without medicines or surgery, lint through a sys- world.
•o x
xx
,■1 !
tem of treatment peculiar to himself,
lleing the
lt\ listened !■•!'.
Dysi-ffsi v on I ni>hikstion is oppression after
; "seventh son," while quite young he was induced
to
hi: w \i:.
operate (or the cure of Scrofula, which, strange eating, or a belching up of wind, and always foli
■is il
was
lows
seem,
cured. He then gave the suliHostiveness.
DR. HARRISON’S PERISmay
\ 'O'pai' li r>' <-i\«•<! in this riiy rmuomiees that
ie,,l his attention, and has succeeded in originating T AI ,T in L<)/ E N (i ES give permanent relief.
.ii..
w n- wiih Franee ami
is fully
They
a system ol treatment
n < ieroli. the Prosby which he call cure ail are pleasant, portable, do not require increase of
ssia is fully prepar- manner of disease, as is shown by the many testi- dose, and never fail. Also, warranted to cure every
monials published. He lias practiced here hut two kind of Eii.fs. For sale at No. I Tremont Tem1 h<
..iitevt with France ami that she is niueh
weeks, and many already report themselves cured pi**, Boston, by E. A. HARRISON A BO.,
than she was two years atfo, ami ran
.i*?*«a
Proprieor materially lienefittod,
among whom are the fol- tors, and by all Druggists. Mailed for GO cents.
oiiiam the position t:tU«*11 l»\ her.
So.
lowing:—John T.
ii

iv

t*wryl>o<lv

l*v

as
nor vv i- «*wr
so imnvrsalmio use, in

rathartn*,

a

any Imtoiv

1> a«lo|>if»«i

i*ry country anil unions
all i;las-os, .is tins uuM
Imt ellmmul puixaliv «*
Tim ohv am-> iv
l'ill.
soil 1-. tli ll i! is a nioiv n
liable ami lar nioiv flit*.
"
tual ivmmlv than an
i’ho.-o vv ho liav e
otlmi.
tried it kill' A’ ill.it ll cured them; tho-e who have
nut. know tl .il it cures their neighbor- and friends,
and .11 know that what it does once u does alvvay
tli.it it never tads through any limit or tieglo ioi
eomnosition. We have thousands upon
sand of ecrlitieates of their remarkable am*- ot t h
billowing complaints, but ueh cures are known m
cv cry neighborhood, and we need not publish them.
\dajited t«* all ages and condition- in all < lnu.i
containing neither calomel or any deleterious dm.'
they may be taken with safety by aiiyliody. Their
sugar coaling preserves them ever Ire -h and make
thi iii pleasant to take, while being purely vegetable
li
harm can at i-e from their use in any quantity
They operate by their pow erful mllueiiee on ttie
internal viscera to purify the blood and stimulate it
remove the ob-truetion- ofthe
into healthy action
stomach, bowel-, liver, and other organs of the
body, re-toring their irregular action to health. iud
by .-orrcrling, wherever they exist, such derange
luents a- are the tlr-t origin of disease
>u
Minute directions are given in the vvrapp.-i
;he box, for the following complaints, wlm li the-,**
Pills rapidly cure
For lly«|M‘|i«ia or I uilii; e«tioit.
■•«*«*. Liiiii-uor and I.onm of Appetite. tin
should lie taken moderately to stimulate the stomach and restore its healthy tone and action.
For Liver Complaint and it- varum- -ymp
toms, llilioiiv II eailac Ue. Mic k II«*a«la%Tn*.
J auiiilice or km'ii
hiikiten, Itiliou*
( olit and llilioti« l*Vv4‘r«, they should b
m,
iheiouslv taken for each ease, to com*. t the disea-ed
action or remove the obstructions which cause it.
Foi PvoiMitei-v or lliari’l«4a*a, hut on** mil l
dose is irenerally required.
For lllieumatiinu, kout, kravel, I*.tipi
tation of t1m* Heart, t*aiu in tlie Miifle,
lia« k and Loin*, they should he coiitiitunu-iv
taken, as required, to change the diseased actum of
the system. With such change those complaints
rv

1

.*

Table

hoi llrop«v and llropoiral Mwellioii* ttn-v
should be taken in large and frequent ibises to pro
duce the ell'eet of a drastic purge.
For MiippreMtiou a large dose should be taken
a- it produces the desired ell'eet by
sympathy.
As a I tinner Pill, take one or two I‘ills to pi
mote digestion and rcWeve the stomach.
An occasional dn-e stimulates tin* stoma* li and
bowels into healthy action, restores the ap| etn«*
and invigorates the system, lienee it is often
I
vantageous where no serious derangement e\.
One who feels tolerably well, often timis that ad
of these I*ills makes him feel decidedly better, fr< mu
their cleansing amt renovating ell'eet on the dim
•<

MARSEILLE STAND COVERS,

Linen,

Crash Ac.

Napkins,
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apparatus.

Die.
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CO., Praetieut Chemist*
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CARPETINGS,

A. D. 1870.

Married ladies under all circumstances, will liml
"Barson's Burgatixe Bills" safer and, in small
doses, a mild catharli-.
They cause no griping
pains or cramp.

Co..

Y inallm en. Me.
like die xeitemellt of the old
111
lax stliat at my time since that mein■••n.
It) Ihr vicinity of the House of
EXTRAORDINARY GIFT OF HEALING.
tlie throng was not so gn at, as
ii.- wa' a eonx itirnt escape; hut on the
Dr. Gage is having such a largo number of
l« tin- '■•■4*ii4 \x a
hvely one. T'he Senate patients, and is giving such universal satisfaction,
xeeiil i\ e s.*'>iou, of roin*si* all candidates
that lie lias decided to remain at the American
n
ho had been so slleeessfnl i' to grt tlndr House until
August 1st. His cures appear so marnto If Senate were eithei in person or \clous that the
question is frequently asked, will
i-l' awaiting tie
vridnT.
The main
/, a
remain
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ISAAC ALiIuA K 1 »,
Jeweler and Optician, is Sole Agent

DRESS GOODS

rnilK Sl'BSCRIBKR tiFFKRS FOR SALK fill
A well known PINK TKKK SALOON. No. ! Main
street, for several years kept by the late Deorge Collins.
It is well situated, titled with all that is
necessary to
carry on the business, and will be -old, with stock, fix
lures and good will, at a bargain. The premises include
several rooms above the Saloon, and the whole can t*<
had ot the landlord as long as desired on favorable
terms. Apply to
MRS. DKORDK COLLINS.
Belfast, July U, 1870.
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brings the core or centre
of the lens directly in front of tin
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and distinct vision, as in the natural, healthy
sight and
preventing ail unpleasant sensations, such as glimmering and wavering of sight, dizziness,
peculiar to all
others in use.
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No. of Shares.
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Mrs. Fidelia A. Carter,
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Natural, Artificial help to the human eye ever known.
They are ground under their own supervision, from
minute Crystal Pebbles, un ited together, ana derive tlicit

-()N CDMPKIANCK WITH AN OKDKK OF I'll K
Board of Directors ol said company, I shall sell ;it
Public Auction, at their oflice in Hayl'ord Block, in Illicit \ of Belfast, on Monday the 15th day of August next,
at lo o’clock A. M. tor
non-payment of assessments
made there-on on the
Hi day ol March A. D. lstip, the
-1st day of June A. 1>. 18b‘>,'and the M day of
August
A. D. 1800,the following described shares ot the Capital
Stock of said Company, vi/.
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expressly for us in Philadelphia, New Haven, and
Mass., for sale at the very lowest rates.
E\pre»«, Cirocern, and llii*iu«»** Wagon*
constantly on hand.
Kkmkmhhk,—all persons dealing with us will act precisely what they bargain for.
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THE HOUSE NOW OCCUPIED BY
CiKO. W. DYEK. on Union st., Belfast,
will be sold at public Auction on

We are now completing our stock for the Spring and
elements of Nature at his command act with a sei\T
I Summer ol 1870, and offer, in the NKWKST DKSIDNS
date but thrilling inlluenee, performing the most
and of the most thorough construction, a variety of elewonderful cures without drugs or surgery. The
Victorian.
PhaeIn Sandv Point, July oth.Capt. Henry R. Partridge of gant
ton*, Top and Open Bicgicu. JTuni|» HratN,
treatment i> pleasant to the patient, with no pain Stockton to Miss Salista Fori! of Searsport.
In llernion, July 11th, Mr. Joseph S. Cowan, ol Hamp- t'arryalh, Kiiii*!iu«le*, Ac., KXCi.rsivkia tlx*
j «*r indelicate exposure. It is in harmony with all
of our well known Preble St. Factories. We
Natural
obstructions of the den, anil Miss Lizzie McBride, ol Winterport.
have made great reductions in prices, and will sell lower
nervous llnids and restoring the circulation to the
than any concern in the Knited States that sells first
various organs of the system, thus giving the
class carriages.—Prices uniform to all. Kvery carriage
! secretions h
we make is equal in every respect to those built it* the
the
action,
function* of life, and giving tone and vigor to the
order ol our most valued customers.
the
and
whole
name
j
system. The Doctor does not attempt to ,[ Obituary notices, beyond
date,
aye,must
We also keep a large annortuteot of
I
paid for, 1

Section one ot the funding hill, which p.msed
Foiigre*s, Wednesday, by a vole of KIT to l‘A. provide" for the issue of $200,000,000 oft lie
per cent,
bonds; three hundred millions of the I 1-2 percent.

m
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DR.

lias!

11lf did Of

i>- pal il. illire tea I '•
|
eut-. t' »>t it lit e- for roller
ids. -ii: ,i
from 1 d-t to 1
a
b.
nl rales.
pr.

I
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NEW

THE

rll'er!

FOR

I’lie latest
ales the importance of war between Prance
j
.treatment
and North Germany. In view of this a sound
policy indicates the importance of some leg- j|
islation tending to enlarge the Commercial !j
M nine of this country which at the pre-ent
lime arc insufficient to meet the inerea.which l he expense of war in Europe will im- j
pose upon the Commerceol the In it ed States j
Dll
GAGE'S VISIT EXTENDED.
and 1 submit to the consideration of ('ongress j
Hull the interests of the country will be
ad-j The increasing demand for the services of this
vanned by the opportunity offered to our famed Physician has induced him to extend his
citizens to purchase vessels of foreign con- i stay until the latter part >f the month. We see no
slruction lor the foreign trade of the country. reason why he should change localities, for his
business hen- is already enormous, and he lias
An act to this effect may be limited in its c
lici ted cures in this so* tion which have established
duration to meet the immediate exigency.
his reputation. His manner of treatment is indeed
lie then speaks of tin' derangement in our a |*i ouliar one, but it challenges investigation. It"
are to he seen on e\ cry hand, and thousands
foreign mail service likely to result and aig- ! results
walk tin avenues of life to-day who have been
gests to Congress the propriety ol postponing I rescued from beds of languished
pain by its benilithe time of adjournment.
eent instrumentality. The unseen, yet all-potent

I AIM I I

MAX

Hoiifto nt Auction:

At .! o'clock. I*. M.
.Said house is one and one-half stories, \Mx30 with “L"
summer with my
< hin a.
Mrs, Belcher
Spending last who
Mo., July .7th, 1<T0.
1-ixl‘t; Wood House, K’x20; all in good repair and finish*
lives at Island
Mrs. .1. M. Barker,
.mother-in-law,
oil throughout. Cistern in cellar and good well of waDit. C»A(tE—Sir:—I saw von at the Mansion
,
Falls, 1 bad a chance to rest your medicine and find it ter near the door. Side Positive.
'House, ill Augusta, last August. I told you if 1
ill it is recommended, and l wish to try it again, i
Auctioneer.
C. C.
got well ol* 111 > lameness you should hear from me | --and you live dollars for six bottles. Direct to Mrs. S,
'.:k
Belfast, .1 illy --'ll, is;o.
sp.'im-fo
j again. I will now inform you that I have not A. Barki-r, Union House, Thornton, N. 11.
i walked so well Idr fifteen years as I have since
The Confessions of an Invalid.
! your
last summer.
You can publish
; this
if you please, audit any one disbelieves the
PUBLISHED FOR THE BENEFIT OF YOUNG
M EN, and others who sutler lrom Nervous Debility.
statement 1 will send you the names of a dozen wit! He., supplying the means ol self-cure. Written by one
m-sse-. to pro\ e it- truth.
S who cured himself, and sent free on receiving post-paid
Yours Truly
directed envelope. Address,
Mi:>. A. Hanson.
NATHANIEL MAYFAIR. Brooklyn. N. Y.
!
<>m42,

WITNESS

of Progress..

New York.

I elit -erfuliy say to you and the public, I have tried this
valuable Female Mediciue, and experienced a cure, with
out the aid ol Supporters, from three bottles.
Mrs. G. H. Winxett.
Very respectfully,

j

lut n
lari’*1.*ii\ \
ii.it l*\
-v
•'
ll
MllMM'.VIi
IVIIIMI
*1
i■ ir until almiit I In
!
11

m

-i

ANOTHER

my Circular, which will give
ed and sold by Mrs. Linus Belcher, Randolph, Mass.
Sold by >. c. Goodwin & Co., Hanover Street, Boston,
and by ali Druggists.
PRICE—One Doli ar per bottle.

—

MIRACLC.

A

M

k

1

Id b\ \\ -•!!
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PRESIDENT.

an Ina certain cure.
l will send you
testimonials. Manufactur-

Randolph, Mass,, October 10, lbu.'L
Mas. Belcher—I had beeu a_sufferer for seven years
before 1 knew about your Medicine. I had no faith, lor
! I had tried various kinds ot Medicines and several Physicians, and was only relieved for a short time. I will

Congress in which he says |\
intelligence from Europe imli- |

I »• ert f«.i Portland.

i'

MESSAGE FROM THE

He Advises Congress not to Adjourn.
Washington, July 15. The President

THIS WONDERFUL MEDICINE,made from

Recipe, is entirely vegetable, and is
l>y inclosing a three cent postage stamp,

j

s.

....

southern'tributaries

Cure for Female Weakness.
dian

Heaven keep thy gift intact.
Ever give the faith to act,
And power to save.
When thy life’s work is done.
May sweet peace near thee come—
Angels guide thee to thy home
Beyond the grave.

sci* a message to

a

1 rida\

u

<i

Mtao

*

I’et.r—“I go

..1 <ini.»n

in

h.o

A

j

i-.-iv here.ibout' in-t now

)a

v

d

eoinpletod.

make landing' there.

iiovn

in

ill. i'

M'

.iii.

t >ur good Father from above
(lave from his great heart of hue
Healing powers to thee.
< Mi. who would dare to mock.
When the lame are made to walk.
And the mute again to talk.
Or the blind to sec!

Lain), 44* Passage to It, for
#100 or #145.

'.rivers

>

m it.

Acres of

treatment :—

>

Rapid March

FOR EL DORADO.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

are

.mi

Belfast,

subscriber hereby gives public.notice to all concerned, that he has been duly appointed and
Round Hog,
12 told taken
himself the trust of Administrator of the esupon
Clear Suit fork,
$22 to 24 tate ol Elijah B. Crockett, late ot Prospect in the
County
Mutton per lb,
5 lo 7 of
Waldo,
deceased,
by giving bond as the law directs; he
Lamb per lb,
lo to i t therefore
requests all persons who are indebted to said
2f.
to
20 deceased’s estate to make immediate
Turkeys, per lb,
payment, and those
Chickens, per lb, 20 to 25 who have any demands thereon, to exhibit
the same for
Oo to oo settlement to
Ducks, per lb,
Jw i
L. M. PARTRIDCE.
him.

ftti.00 to 101-2
1.25
1.50
1.25
1.20
70
2.oo

l.s;o.

to 0.00
to 0.00
to 0,00
ltyr,
to oo
Corn,
to SO
Bailey,
to 2 5o
Beans,
Marrowfat 1’eas,1.2.5 to 1.50 Geese,
oo to 00
05 to 70 Hay per ton,
Oats,
$l5tol7
75 to 00 Lime,
Potatoes,
$1.25 to 150
lo to
12 Washed Wool,
Dried Apples,
25 to 40
0.00 to 0.00 Unwashed
Cooking, tic.
25 to 20
Wool,
22
to
25
fulled Wool,
Butter,
40 lo 00
on Hides.
20 to
Cheese,
0 to 00
22 to 00 Calf
Eggs,
lit to oo
Skins,
20 to 22
Lard,
Sheepskins,
5oto$l
10 to
12 Wood,
Bert,
hard,
$0.00 to 0
Apples,Baldwin.o Oi* to 0.00 Wood, soft,
$1.00 too
*>
to
oo
Dry l'ollock,
Veal,
4 to 5
8 to 1 o I Straw,
Dry Cod
$s to lu
20 to 25
Salmon,

]

rpiIK
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This remedy does not simply relieve for a short time,
but it produces perfect and permanent cures of the
worst cases of Chronic Nasal Catarrh, and l will pay
$500 reward for a case that I cannot cure. “Cold in the
head’’ and Catarrhal Headache are cured witli a few applications. If you have a discharge from the nose, offensive or otherwise, stopping up of the nose al tiu»e*,
partial loss of the sense ot smell, taste1 or hearing, eyes
watering or weak, feel dull, have pain or pressure in
the head, you may rest assured that you have Catarrh.
Thousands annually, without manifesting hall of the
above symptoms, terminate in Consumption and end in
the grave. No disease is so common, more deceptive or
less understood by‘physicians,
I will send 5 my pamphlet on Catarrh to any address free. Dr. Sage’s Catarrh
Remedy is now
SOLD

Price 50 cents.
Sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt ot bo
cents, or four packages tor two dollars. Reware of
counterfeits and worthless imitations. See that my private Stamp, which is a positive guarantee of genu ineness,
is upon the outside wrapper, *‘(member that this private Stamp, issued by the Uni .ed States Government
expressly for stamping my medicines, has my portrait,
name and address, and the words “U. S. Certificate ot
Genuineness” engraved upon it, and need not be misDon't be swindled by travelers and others,
taken.
representing themselves as l)r. Sage; 1 am the only man
now living that has the knowledge and right to uiuiiutacture the genuine Dr. Sage’s Catarrh Remedy, and 1
never travel to sell this medicine,
it. V. PIKltCK, AL D..
3mos5”
133 Seneca street, Rullalo, N. Y.

A Card to the Ladies.

DUPONCO’S

I

GOLDEN PILL.
Infallible m correcting irregularities, and removing obstructions of tilo monthly periods.
It is over forty
these now so well known pills wore first
years since
brought to notice by Dr. Duponco. oi Paris, during
which time they have been
and siiccesslullv
used by some ot the leading physicians, with unparalleled success. Ladies in poor health, either married or
single, suffering from any oi the Complaints peculiar to
Females, will lind the Duponco Golden Pills invaluable,
viz., General Debility, Headache, Faintness, Loss ot
Appetite, Mental Depression, Pain in the Back and
Limbs, Pain in the Loins, hearing-down Pains, Palpitation of the Heart, Retained, Excessive, Irregular or
Paluiul Menstruation, Rush of Blood to Head, Dizziness,
Dimness of Sight, Fatigue ou any slight exertion, and
particularly that most annoying, weakening ailment so
common among Females, both married and single, the
Leucorrlnea or Whites. Females in every period ol life
Pills a remedy to aid nature in the
will tind
discharge ol its functions. They invigorate the debilitated and delicate, and by regulating and strengthening the
system, prepares the youthful constitution tor the duties
ol liie, and when taken by those in middle life or old
age they prove a perfect blessing. There is nothing in
the pills that can do injury to life or health. Sale in
their operation, perpetual in their happy influences upon
the Nerves, the Mind and the entire organization.
». If. HOWE, l*ro|»rU>tor, M. V.
ALVAII LITTLEFIELD, Boston, Agent, N. E. States.
Ladies by enclosing $1 by mail will have the Pills sent
confidentially to any address.
c.nio I.
SOHI HI ALL If It ( 444* I

extensively

A Farm, situate in
on the
shore road, six miles front Belfast, and
one from Saturday Cove,
containing
about fifty acres ol land; cuts about 15
tons of hay; a pasture; well fencedplenty ol water; an orchard and cranberry bog, and a
ideusant location. A house, barn and out buildings.
The above will be sold at a bargain, Apply to tin* subscriber on the premises.
F. A. DICKEY.
Northport, April L 1^70.
tt'hf

Northport,

I

Disti:u

can

selling

at Reduced Races.

Straw

be

at

seen

Mattings,

NOTICES.

BANKRUPTCY

the Rockland

Store,

Store,

our

30c per

yard,

Oil Cloths,

ItY MOST DRUGGISTS IN ALL PARTS OK
THE WORLD.

Duponeo’s

Farm For Sale.

Samples representing

lyr.VJcow

Curtains & Fixtures,

selling cheap.

I xireni
Colin'
lN ll'N,U;l "
District ol .Maine.
t
lu the matter of A LDKN LI l< 'll LI LI D, Bankrupt.
t

or tiie

States.

District 01 Maine: s.n.—A warrant in Raukruptev.
lias been issued by said Court, against the estate ot
Alden Litchfield, of the County of Kno\, and .Slate
Maine, in said District, he lias been duly adjudged Bank
rupt upon Petition ot his creditors, and the payment
auy debts and the delivery of any property belonging t.>
said Bankrupt, to him, or to his use, and the transfer <>i
any property by him, are forbidden by law. A incciiii*
ot the creditors of said Bankrupt, to prove their debts
and choose one or more Assignees ot his estate, will b.
to be holden at Kockluiul.
held at a Court ot
in said District, on the tfordi day of .inly, A. D., 18. o. at
lo o’clock, A. M., at tin* office ot Peter Timelier, one ->t
the Registers iu Bankruptcy ot said District.
I.KANDKK WKLKS.
:tw »:
Dept. I S. Marshal, for said District.

Bankruptcy

DisikictCoi ut OP TUI. llNll
STATICS. District of Maine.
in the matter of MAR TIN

FANCY GOODS,
Ail extra redact ion has been made in
this

on

lKEalta

Laces,
Lace Collars,
Lace Handkerchiefs,

IT Is OitiiKKE'.O by the Court that a hearing be had
upon the same on the first Monday ot September, A. D.
1870, before the Court iu Portland, iu said District, at
o’clock, A. M., and that notice thereof be published iu
the Machias Republican and the Republican dournai,
newspapers printed in said District, once a week lor
three weeks, and that all creditors who have proved
their debts and other persons ill interest, may appear ai
said time and place, anti shew cause.it any they liuv e,
why the prayer ot said petition should not be granted.
WM. P. PICK III. K,
Clerk oi District Court lor said District.
;i\vJ

CARBI N G

CLOTH DRESSING

Gloves,

AT SKAKSMONT.
—O—

J et Jewelry, &c.
we are

really

and if you wish to
article at

a

Low

in earnest,

secure

Frier,

a

good

you will find

Simonton Bros. & Go.
tf50

subscriber is now prepared to
CARD WOOL AXI) DRESS CLOTH
at his Mill in Searsinout.
Having good machinery uud new Cards, with the
The

Belfast.

e\

perieuce of tilty-one years, 1 am confident Unit 1 can do
work satisfactory to all who may favor me with their
patronage.
WING.
H
Searsraont, May 1870.
Woods & Conant, L. A. Knowlton, Kred A. Knovvltoii,

Agents

it at

Hayford Block,

n
,ivNKM

duly

CORSETS,

Chignons,

Ladies

v

r’lHllS IS TO GIVK NOTICK that a Petition lue
JL teen presented to the Court this fourteenth day I
A. D., 1870, by Martin N. Keeney of Cherry Held, iu
said District, a Bankrupt, praying that lie may he de
creed to have a full discharge lroin all his debts, prov
able under the Uaiiknipt Act, and upon reading >.iid

Switches,
Kid

} lN

KKKN’KY, Bankrupt.

petition.

department, especially

FRENCH & GERMAN

lill

N.

tivv47*eow

for Belfast.

Two Girls Wanted
rpoA
tend

LKARN TIIK DKKSS
to do housework.

woman

cash

MAKING BUS1NKSS.

Also,

a

young Miss

to

room.

Belfast, duly1870.

.*lwo«!

MRS. A. L.

PIERCE.

IIA

JULY ODF.

OF

TAMMANY 4th

Heto Abtifdisemcnts

SAW.

,M!I\

w

VEGETINE

—

LtBGEST—BEST—CHEAPEST 1

t‘ the.maker— I hear him complain.
J ii’imany boy>, they are at it again !
-u.
!i
a ft a-l in a partisan way?
p
i- a n"fi- lull day !
I'm -r:
G- ! bo pr.ii-. d :
And that i- just why
1
rat-b**m r the Fourth of duly !
smaller. I own,
a
or
i.\iliiiiL.-ttllu r.
1
.nt. nted to let it alone;
< :■
men—1<. a party, 1*11 -ay,
11 .i
ihink in a narrow it w av,
o 1. lilted l.» slum*
a,
t ->i light t in a ditlerent line:
id* !
for iu-tanee.il won't call them
knave-»
ao ii
t » -«ddi.Twlien cold is their
\

/

t.ut.

Liberal it v, ami the first Talent,
I^HFRnpiiiMK.
Twenty Years been freely used upon

have for

Moore’s Rural New-Yorker,

\

Ami
Lest

—

d

i*
t

w
r*

.lav ii.. u i. nderly said)
ning w ith flow cr-the patriot dead:
flown*-for tin hero.--!" the demagogues

■IV.
w
,n_
|. it iln- i- “all in t/oitr eye"—
l»a\ tor th. -oldier-to memory dear!"
.)*,.
thev robhed every day in the year!
,t ij,,
ij.itol mark liow they treat
o
noble t.< riuge at the feet
<
w ho determine a General's merit
—nothing else—of his partisan spirit,
dtv
party tii. y reckon much higher
t.. eountr■>. and -o they inquire
nt ot speech in the Kadicaleant?
Got ha- h. done, now. for General Grant?"
!. .I-." they cry. “ot his honors and scars;
e the brand of hi- odi—and
cigars?"
.1 l. '-magistrate !** some one exclaims;
I -han't abuse him by calling him names;
to
olh.
: and let u- refle ct
ii*
>t tin nation demands .v.o/p respect,
t
he*- our President, placed
d ickson and deti'erson graced,
r that
.I'll that—till he's laid Oil the shell—
h< -e«*u»s tii forget it himself
d.n-o. w ith the worst 1 could <ay.
.1.
av .• niiis the liveliest play,
o• 1 i
hope to accomplish the elld
I heard a Uepublican friend
II
’.in. nnwi-elv forgot to.subscribe.
u'llin kv ><• >.t the tribe
oil •.>! ••/#r/i/'*al, a- certainly failed
flic. In- ought for. and therefore assailed

:

■■

r

■

n

in

language a- pas-eth belief
mplo\ in denouncing his chief.

hi -m u
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pre-eminently,
u.v

the

Largest,
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arising from impurities
1 the blond, such as

Faint-

no**,

With Which is GIVEN A WAY

lien a

liie

Mtouiacli, ■“ain* in (lie Bark, liiiluey Complaints, Female U eakiies.v, anil
General
Ooliillty.

it.

so

—

you

r i f (i*: u

b l.oo
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PATENTS.

A FIRST CLASS INVESTMENT.

Belfast & Moosehead Lake R, R,

I annually, lung may she stand
freedom, tin pride of the land!
laeii'iu*, of transient lvnow'n,
t
iluti'H,
> *- jjfi haxcoome lip and
looking on in her vigilant way,
fuii it tli< farce, or her hand at the fray,
to liei honor, whatever the fight,
rd and
Mow in defence of the right.
; In- tirst triumph of
Liberty's cause,
n
i,,-da\ i'
The I’nion and Laws.”
tin llag when old Kul-land once more.
di- *der. 11,\ aded our shore,
’a
old lesion "••pi ai'd so plain
w
l.
in « d to !*< taught it again,
«■!>
a ii it !•. f.-l that tin tottering Slab-,
wine ot div'cii'ion that taction and hate
'i tin i ngtli of the land ha- been owing
afar,
whirlwind of treason and war,
•yem t1.
t Im I tif-n
Tammany stand
"old irm\ banner" still linn in lier hand.
in 'south woul. tin Tnion divide.
at tin
North w re lor “letting it slide!"
:

i?id

■

•'

r.inn.ianv ! therefore, I say;
sh«-smiles on this festal day)
ti
-1r* iigth. and beauty, long, long may sin
-laud,
'•
k oj freedom, the pride of the land !
!1

■
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Butterickes Patterns.
This

3

Saws! Axes! Saws!
SAWS of all descriptions.
AXES, REUTINti and
CIRCULAR SAWS with
MILL FURNISH INCS.
a ui.i
A h
Solid Teeth, or with 1’ati'n
superior to all Inserted Teeth Sttirs.

on

^^•PrifeN lleiliiceil..^
#/j“Sond for Price l.ist and Circulars.Jt#

i

of

I

*

et as a budding
hv side together.
<

id.*
tin* hush of

a

I

now

Mild, Certain. Safe, Eflicicut. Ii is firth best Cathartic remedy yet discovered, and at once relieves and invigorates all the vital functions, without causing injury
to any of them. The most complete success has long attended its use in many localities; and it is now ollered
to the geueral public with the conviction that it can

long repose'

t

-pp- d from a rose, la> still,
t-» natch at tin* sunshine
I 11:i*
11n.* to the shrouded sill!

x

tail to accomplish all that i- claimed for it. It
produces little or no pain ; leave- the organs free from
irritation, and never over taxes or excites the nervous
system. In all diseases ot flu skin, blood, stomach,
bowels, liv^V, kidneys,—ot children, and in many dilli
cullies peculiar to women, it brings prompt, relief and
certain cure. The best physicians recommend and prescribe it ; and no person who once uses this, will \olutitarily return to the use of any ot lieu- cat hart ie.
Sent by mail on receipt ot price ami p<> lag*-.
1 Rox, 3",25.Postage •; cents
IS
5 Roxes, l.oO.“
3l»
12
2.25

I

III.

W

\

was once made to
soldier's iilliii oil a steamer imnnd
IV''in tin-Small I'm New York.
In ItiOb one
r ill 's
emlialmed bodies ol soldiers were
lit North on the steamer at almost
every
l iie coffins were usually enclosed in
iri|
rough boxes, and one of these boxes was
"in-,
found on tlie wharf, to the mate's indignation standing upright on end.
Mr. Oekerhausei) had iL stowed tenderly' on hoard, and
to
make amends to the insulted corpse,
-pent a good part ol the day in decorating
it with his own hands.
First he carefully
covered the box with the steamer’s colors;
then lie festooned the American Hag around
ii with such good taste as to attract theatten11• u of the passengers; and as if it were his
«'vn son lie watched over it on the
passage
il night.
The next, morning a passenger
called at the captain’s office on the steamer
and informed tlie clerk that lie was intending lo go ashore at the next landing, and in
order to avoid delay at tlie wharf, he would
like to pay the bill oil sumo freight he had
in board
immediately. The clerk looked
over the freight bills, but could not find one
made out in the passenger’s name, and so
informed the gentleman, and stated that
probably his freight was not aboard tlie boat.
“Ob, yes,” be said, “it is aboard; I just
saw iL on tin1 forward deck, all
wrapped up
in Hags and things.”
mean
the
“Oh, you
body of that poor soldier ?”
"What are you talking about ? That ain’t
a dead
soldier; it is a box containing a bathing tub for iuy new house!"
tl*1

0. M. HOWARD,
limigor, April ;r, Jvro.

DR.

D1X

L,

KimIUoic

lIoMtou

All letters requiring advice must contain onedolhr to
insure an answer.
Boston, .fan. 1 isro—lyr

Co.,

Broadway.

101

hearing

N. Y.

by

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
Ho.

YORK

Quickest mid Easiest Route to Boston!
Railroad,!

Steamer and
-STKAMEIl—

Through by

AND

William .Sir«»«T.

Company issues all kinds of Life and Endow
irient Insurance Policies. Especial attention D
JL
culled to a new provision, contained in Policies issued
by this Company, by which after the payment of live or
more annual premiums, they may be converted into An

rpilIS

Favorably

Known Since 1829,

And juirchas< rs must insist
it they do no! wi-di to have
forced upon hem

on

liavin;v it

an

imitation

Medical
Let

hope that the insane practice of administering
poisonous cwacuants in cases ot indigestion, biliousness,
u8

constipation,

■

I

and female debility, is almost out ot date.
When the Tonic-Cathartic produced by Nature herself in
the most valuable Sanitary Spring in the world Is reproduced by science, in the form of Tarrant's Neither
Aperient, it is indeed midsummer madness to rack,
relax and irritate the diseased or enfeebled system with
drastic purgatives. This ret resiling and delicious counterpart of a remedy prepared by the creative hand ot the
Omnipotent Physician lliniscll, is everywhere superseding the nauseous and sickening compounds heretofore
used as laxatives.
SOLI) 11Y ALL

Co liACtYlOH
jdlCjIIlvII

PROMPT.

DRUOOISIS.

ant«»«l in a paying business. S.
Kennedy, 113 Chestnut sL, Phila.

HflNORABLETBELiABLE

\ CENTS

WANTED in every city, town and village
i'L for the largest and most successful DOLLAR
HOUSE in the country—ONLY ONE endorsed by the
leading Papers and Express Co.'s of the United States.
Our goods give universal satisfaction, our premiums to
Agents cannot he excelled, and our checks are tree.
Having two houses—Boston and Chicago—our facilities
are UNEQUALEJ), and our business exceeds in amount
all other concerns in this trade combined.
AS* SEND FOR CIRCULARS and FREE CLUB to
a. €1. THOMPSON & ( O..
1.10 Federal Ntreet. Itofttoii, or
l.V* ttcate Street, < liii ago.

repairing the old
Hyde House, on Union Street, one of the
carpenters found in the walls an ancient Masonic relic, which had lain buried in the rubbish for
many years. It was ot silver, in the
lorin ot a shield, was covered with
Masonic
emblems and the
following inscription : “T.
15. McIntyre, Castine,
Massachusetts, U. S.
A,” showing that it was manufactured before
tlie advent of .Maine. ]t was
passed over to |3SYCHOMANCY, OR SOUL CHARMING.—A wonUapt. Henry S. Rich, of the steamer Katahdin, X derful book; it shows how either sex can fascinate
whose wile is a daughter of tlie former owner any one they wish, instantly. (All possess this power.)
It teaches how to get rich, Alchemy, Sorceries, Incantaof the jewel. [Bangor Whig.
tions, Demonology. Magic, Mesmerism, Spiritualism,
Marriage (iuide, and a thousand w< nd >rs, Mailed for
25 cents. Address T. WILLIAM N CO
Publishers,
One of the grievances ol which the colonies
South 7th street, Philadelphia, Pa.
complained in 1770 was that the English government endeavored to prevent the
anil W omanliooil.—Essays for
population of these States by obstructing the laws
Young Men, free, in sealed envelopes. HOWARD
for the naturalization of foreigners. It will ASSOCIATION, Box P, Philadelphia, Pa.
lie considered a “remarkable coincidence’'
ItlEIlICAIi P A HI 1*11 T FT.—Seualthat tlie Senate of the United States was ennal Phyiiral anil lervom li«»l»ility. its
etrects
and
Price 25 cents. Address SECRET A \{ \
cure.
gaged in tlie same work on tlie last 4th.
Museum ot
G1S
New York.
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NEW

Anatomy,
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GOOD AGENTS WANTED

WlNTERROKlDec. is, 1M»D.
Mu. Feed Atwood—Dear Sir:
Four years ago, 1
bought of Air.'Rich, who was then an agent lor its sale,
a two horse l nion
Mower, and have since done all my
work with it with case and satisfaction. I have
paid
out, in the lour years, not over one dollar and twenty*
live cents ($1.L'5) per year for
I am confident
repairs.
that lor strength and
durability the Union is not surpassed by any mower in the market.
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LOOK!

1 N

No. 11

HK ENIX h*()\V,

and

see

Now

the

largest stock of

Furniture
city.

offered in this
LATEST STYLES

ever
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S.piare. P.angor,
M Sll AClv.KLL, (m'ii'1 Passenger \. al M
«
.1. Il R M M Ks, Maun gin.- 1»i;«e i.
tin\VM. PI.OWK.ITS Icistern Agent. Kangur.
Tickets Tor Sale in Rella.M by
•■mil
JOHN

i

IOOK

Phthisic!

stock <d COMMON I CRN!
SK I'S, BEDSTE\DS

and see our prices, so cheap that all
to be undersold in tin Slate.

Always

ms

bin

m

PATKN 1
Price

A. B. MATHEWS.

Truly Yours,

.1. M. SNOW.
Waldo Co.

Deputy Sherill,

Paris, Mi:., Jan. lsr,<i.
fins. II. Doiuiic—sir:
1 purchased ol Col. Win.
Sweet, a 1 It. Union Mower last season
expecting to u-e
two horses on it; but being unable to
get a horse to
work with ltiiue, 1 took out the pole and
put in thills.
My horse weighs about luuo lbs. 1 cut an ju re in hss
than an hour—one ton nor acre and
my horse did not
sweat, nor was it hard work for him.
I cut about
twenty tons ot grass with my machine, and am perfectly satisfied with it, and would recommend the Union as
a durable, light draft, easily managed machine. I would
say to brother farmers that, are in want ot a machine
buy the Union and my word lor it, you will not regret
your choice.
ASAPH 1SI1M>.
Truly Yours,
North Anson, Jan. 30, lKils.
A. F. Holt Sir: The Union Mower 1 purchased of
you last season gave entire satisfaction. I cut with ii
about 120 acres, with no breakage except that of the
pole, which was caused by an accident. 1 have used the
Wood and Cayuga Chief Mowers, but prefer the t nion.
WM. R. FLINT.
Mr. Rointon

Craves, Bowdoinham, Me., savs, “For

Strength, Durability and Lightness ot Draft it excels all
others. Tlie DraMiu»- Clear it tltr
«»r

BOSTON & LOWELL.
Spring Arrangements

for 1870.
mtkarkr

-AMB1MDG-E,
Capt. J.

I*.

STKAMEU KATAII DIN,
apt. II. S. RICH, will make three trips per week—
Leaving Relfust every MONDAY ami WEDNESDAY
and FRIDAY, at V o'clock F. M.
Returning—leaves lioston every -MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY, tit u o'clock F. M.
Freight taken
Summer rates. All Freight must be accompanied hv
Steamers Receipts.
GEO, G. WELLS, Agent,
.lane VO, I-So,
tins

ItVkl.Olt iV KOSTOX.
PROPELLOR LINE
NTEl.VNIIIP

A

IV L. r A 1ST O K

SII LITE,
U.ipt.
her regular trips between Bangor and
Boston, leaving Battery whurt Boston, THURSDAY
APRIL;, ItCO,touching at Belfast, Sandy Point, Bucksport, Winterport and Bangor. Freight and passengers
T. R.

Will

Belfast, April *5,1870.
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For Ml. Desert & Machias.
SU MM Eli A

C11AS.

PEERING, Master.

WILL leave
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Perfected
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K!>, May

1

Railroad Wharf,

toot of State street, Portland, every Tuesday and
Friday
evenings at 10 o’clock, or on arrival of Express train
from Boston, for Machiasport; touching at Rockland,
dastine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, Alt. Desert, Millbridge and

Conesport.

Returning will leave Machiasport every Monday and
Thursday Morning at 5 o’clock, touching at the above
named landings; arriving in Portland same night.
For further information inquire ot
ROSS & STL PI V A NT, l. o Commercial St.
or, CYRUS STUD!VAN I (iiu’l
4trt

Agent.
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Spectacles

9*T I'or Sale :U ('.VIA IN I! KRVKY’S, Agent, Bella I.
JA.MKS F.MKIiY, Jeweler, Bueksport.
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The undersigned takes pleasure in informing
ithe public that he has leased torn term ol vear-.
f Man.
t tlie conn
the NEW PUBLIC
and Pleasant streets, in this city ami will f-nduet to
same under the name of

and

receipt

WM. CLAYTON,
VINAL HAVEN, Maine.

hi
b

•4
fi

b
[i
Contains No LAC SULPHUR No
SUGAR OF LEAD No LITH
ARGE No NITRATE OF SIL.
VER, and is entirely free from
tho Poisonous and Health-do-

stroying Drugs used
Hair Preparations.

in othoi

* '•‘"'1 unit amt el. ar .is crystal, il will not soli the
t lubiic- i
I IAN nut KH I ICIKN I
teeth s A I I
'I 'i.leradiin
l.oNi
MUi.llT !•’«»!?, ;i ml H H M»
A I IASI.
It restores .tml |>t e\ ent the lI ni from becoming Virus
imparts a soil, gins > app< iranee, removes DanurutT, Is
cool ami letn Ping in Hi. he.nl, ehecks the Hair from
tailing oil, ami ivsbUe it in a •'r. ;t xb nt when pu iu
turely lost, pi-vents 1 le.nl,teller, riiiv ill Humor
cutaneous eruption-, ami mm itmal toiu.
'•> >i I 0 S il
■ ft IS. €■'.
I ’..1 elite<*t oil J unct ion
I* HIM I'ft-: IK IftltOTffl
Mass. Pi etmivil onli
T'n
i.-uitim is put up in
RUM, Viloucest. r, M
\ulli the name ot th.
\p;
pain ! bottle, m e!
A-k vmir
article blown in tin giaDruggist lor .\
tuia’s llan Kesfoi al iv<- ami tain .No Other.
1 1111, l.l |*-, \Vo.,l\,M
rfOhl a' Wlioleal. to W
':•!
l.‘
1 I y u>'t hi I h'tigy i tH ill the Stub
la ml. M
ami elscwhi
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made on or betore 1 he l*d of any
mouth,
will !*«• placed upon inter* «t
every month, except
May and November ami inteiv- t computed upon the
k

in .him ami lVcnnber.
I»« po. il
received dailv it tin* Hanking Kooiu, from M
A .M and 2 to 1 I*. M Satur«lav> 1 nun V to i .: A At
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Discovery!!

SUBSCK1BFR having discovered ;i
A speedy remedy for those troublesome p.-t
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A penny saved is a
penny earned.”

& 14 John Sts.
New Hnglgwl lieu- .',)

A SURE CURE FOR CORNS.

4mo,4(i

at

ji

informs his friends and
public that he has leased the above wa ll
known establishment, where he oilers enter
taiiiuient to the travelling public.
He will thorough renovate the
house, make
^—■
improvements and every way conform to modern needs.
Hie table will be
supplied with all the delicacies that
e:in he procured,and
special attention given to order ami
neatness in the sleeping apartments.
All the stages leaving the
city take their departure
from this house, roaches run
regularly i<» tie boat-,
nut guests conveyed to any
part o( theeity or euuiitiv.
Hellast, May It), l«?t),
till

Blackstone,

disclose the secret of the remedy,
50 Cents. Address

..

.1. C. ROBBINS
the

BOSTON.
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Great Medical
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Belfast, Maine.

"h-cril..

DECATUR, STEVENS & CO.

(Opposite

MATURE’S

in

Salt for Salo.

Dm lo

II & 12

-r

cu.

A- A TT( >H X /■!)

■

Butter,

tie
J

”

ALLS & COO 1* KB,

o.MMISSION UKAI.I I.

n.

f It MM

OFFICII, 11

whore lie will keep constantly on hand a good as o f
ment ot l.tiuilier, Oiiiont, l.inif. Naml ami
Hair, also Corn, Flour and Oroceries.
**n
Thankful for past tavor* he respectfully solicit
ti nuance of the same.
M. K. Ct n>l*FI.*.
tl'
Belfast, Feb. Hi, 1s70.
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on

fun h»

('OOPEII is still at the old stand ol

rn

treated

•.

appetite

hetHaid CigarI ij. 1...1 u
t> A a pleasure. unpliIN firant, 1*. 11. H«,>. .j :;io

all

are

L
Hoarding aecoinniodutions lor patient aim in n
to st a > in Host on a lew day s under bis t real nn nt.
Dr. Dow, sima* I>la, ba\ ing is.iiiiind huh h o
lion to an olliic p"a« lice lor tin- cure .d la.vat. D.
und Female ComplaintueknoNs lc>.:.i
n><
npei e,- .. ih.
I nit ed St at.
N 1». A II letter 1I1U t oiil in:
d. I.il mill v
not he .answered.
oiiicc liours from m n. \i. t
i■. \».
Boston dulv '.'a lsci.
:vt

Removes from the .system the 111 eflects caused b\ the oxuse ot alcholic liquors, and etlecliially destroy*
for these stimulants. It. gives tone to debilmucous
itated
suriaces. Ktlete matter is removed from
the system, thereby restoring it to normal healthful condition. As a medicine it is quick uud ctlectual, curing
the most aggravated cases of Dyspepsia, Kidney lom
plaints, and all other Derangements of the Stomach and
Bowels in a speedy manlier,
l'his elegant preparation
has stood the test ot
years. A wine-glass iull before eat
lug will give a good appetite, and prevent all sutlering
from indigestion. Ladies of weak and delicate constitutions should take the Invigorator three times a day. A
wine-glass full before retiring will insure sweet and refreshing sleep. All the proprietor asks is a trial, and to
induce this lie has put up the Invigorator in pint bottle.*,
at 50 cents—quarts, $1.00 Principal Depot, 15 (Antral
wharf, Boston. Sold by all druggists.
Sold in Belfast by H, 4. 1IOWK* A < O
In Stockton, by JOllM *1. .4*1 KH and *1 IIN. I»
E. KIMBALL.
!\5

II

derangements,

Host on.

Dr. Ham’s Aromatic Invigorator

It.

.(her

and speedy reliet guaranteed in ;i
pathological principli
\« ry le,v days,
invariably certain is tin new nm.ii
ol ti .it meat, t hat most oh.-i iuale
complaint.- yield uiid<a
it, and the ulllictcd person soon rejoice in peril et he.di li
Dr. Dow has no doubt bad greater experience in tin
cure ofdisea-es ol women than
any other pin-i« cm n

and EYE O LASSES.

KTGAIHRn

LEVVISTO n

*

A Sure Cure and Instant Relief.

tew unn
: In
I

Physician amt Surgeon, No. 7 I-.ndi
Mil Sr., tin ION, is 0011.-lilt ed
daily toi ail dl -ea,
incident l<• the female sp-tem.
Frolup us l teri -a
Fulling ol the Womb, Fluor Alim :. Suppre don, ai d

Poultry, Maple Sugar, Honey, &c, k.

RRAN’G EM ENT.

P5
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o<

lor the Phllu dr,

A. It. MATH I \N

| M FDIC AL j

<
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TWO TRIPSPER WEEK.

Danforth, Atkinson, all Endorse the Lmekov
ed Union.
Further particulars can be obtained of the
following agents, who are also agents for the WELL
KNOWN

so
recommended by farmers in Maine that additional testimony is uncalled for.
Messrs. Mudgett & Libby, Prospect; Mr. A. U. Burgess, Belfast; lion. Asa Thurlow, Monroe; Mr. (icorge
J. Soper, Newport; W. 1). Eaton, Dexter; Messrs. O.
Rogers & Co., Oldtown; Mr. W. F. Mayo, Foxcroft,
FRED ATWOOD, Winterport. CJcneral Agent for
Eastern Maine—Office at Bangor at Win. P. Dickey ft
Co., West Market Square, i'll DM A S II. DODD I!, Promrts
prietor, Worcester, Mass.

SON, Agents.

ide.nt

in

■'

commence

L»ken at reasonable rates.
S. S. LEWIS &

n

f »;•//•//. /

at

O. F.

Whitcomb Horso Rake

JOHNSON,

and

any Mower in Maine.”
Mr. S. E. Mudgctt, Newburgh; .1. W. Eveleth,
Wiutcrport; T. M. Campbell, Winterport; Charles Conant, Winterport; H. \V. Sweetser, Winterport; N. D.
Littlefield,Winterport; Jerome Severance, Winterport;
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Instant Relief from Pain!
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the most 1 distressing cases »• t Phtiii-ie m a
Inhaled with the hnnth, it goes diteeth
ami air •«! Is, nid roliel
i mined ole a ml t.

&r.,

and not
IOOK
J
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til-
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Phthisic !

1 I. W I S’ INK Al.AN I

large
IOOK
J TIRE, PINK CHAMBER
CHAIRS.
&e.
our

feet to six I.

No. 11 Phoonlx Row.
I I ll.lv

I».

w

T LOO li ! at the .piality and price,- of our
CUSTOM MADE WALNUT and CIIESINI I
J
CHAMBER
SETS, KTAOERES, SIDEBOARDS
WHAT-NOTS, &t\, &c.

I’ABI.ES,

! wo

mii I Is

>

To Foinales in Delicate Health.

SANFl nu >v;

<

ami

>

f’iipt. W VI. K.

the past season, id conclusive evidence that tin l NION
all points considered, CANNOT he SI It PASSED.
lo substantiate this FAC T, we reler to
purchasers ol
the “L'N 1< >N”’ last .summer.
I lie IMPROVED UNION l as the recommendation,
ol many ot the nost Prominent Farmers in the Count'.
Do not he misled by representations ot
parties in Hie
interest of other mowers, (live the matter your careful
attention by thoroughly examining the Union, its Simplicity and Workmanship. See it these important
points do not justify the statement. That it costs min i,
U ss to kep the t'nion Mo,rev in
repair than any <»///*•/•
‘machine in the Market.

lh-troil

or

THROUGH 1 \ I'RIOSS TRAINS HAMM. nuking
direct connect ion between PORT I \ \ I > and < 11 H A< i< >.
I 11 ROUd 11 IK K K IS TO (AN \ I >A < alil«-niia and
l!o
\\ LS I
(Imh Im .my iXIm'i roulc. rcoin
♦ ».00
^.ICVK, t«» *>H roil
(iur.iuo 4 .tlilorni.1
Si 9*.ml. Si, l.oum. ,t| il\% .iiikcc. ( mm iiiuaii,
ilinl all purl* VV KSI’ and S4t| HI %% | % •’
III Rot Oil TRAINS I,KAN K DAtlO Hum liangoi
Skowhegan, l'armington, Augusta, and Portland, and
on arrival ot Steamers Irotn P.angor and si. John, mak
ing direct connection, without stopping, to all poind
above ; thus avoiding IIO I KK KM’KNSKS and II At h
I N d in crowded < ’it ies,
Bfaggage* clieckeil throng It « ithout cliangc.
\t Refreshment Rooms, and tor Shaping Cai
American moiiei is recei\ed al par Irom pang.
holding through tickets.
Tickcln at hmeNt rateM da llo*ioa
Vim»
1 oi k Ontral, llntfalo. and Detroit.
Ill ROt d II
Ml KKIS can he procured at all tin
Principal Ticket Otlices in New Kugland, New I'.nun
and
:if
the
\\
M.oko
wick,
Company's oitie- No.

)

|
;>

Frei*Cushman,
Gko. Mayo,
Frei» Pitcher,

Iroin

< orn as < ii i: % i».

non-tor

Dividends applied at the option of the •i-’-uiiv.L
No restriction upon residence nr travel ti I h.- l' n it. I
Males or Kurnpo.
SAMUEL T, HOWARD.
Pro id.id.

J. I.

i

'll I IAI B' « l^lt I1TN ilwnys on Itniol or
to order, and tl imim d in theLA I l'.ST bi Vld-.

uities.

Unfailing Eye Preservers.
CITY OF RICH MONO, having
A been putin complete order the past winter, is now
h.
thrice
regular
making
weekly trips between Forlland and landings on the Fenobseot River and F.ay,
leaving Fort land ever) Monday, Wednesday and Friday
at lo o'clock. F. M., or o* the arrival of the
KxpresV
Train from Boston.
Leaving Belfast on Monday,
Wednesday and Friday mornings at t* o’clock.
Fassengers will be ticketed through to Boston and all
intermediate stations, arriving the same evening.
The Richmond is one of the strongest and safest boats
ever built, of remarkable speed, clean and comfortable.
Fassengers are assured that every pains will In- taken to
insure their comfort and safety.
Belfast, April -T, In".
til-'

tlniy-j.M 'mi l-l all
inch.

k! uu> UORk»<
riti» i;s.

If

IMPROVED UNION MOWER

METALLIC CASES

I HE

VIA

RAILWAY,

feiting character ot the Policies ot this or any other
Company. Policy holders participate in the prolits of

C. D. FIELD.

THE SUCCESS OF THE

OA.TJ'T'XOIW.

('ll /1M

Grand

STLAMLR

Should occasion ivijuire you to ptm-husc
It. A. Fahnestock's V< mililL'V, be purlieu
laily um-ful lo see 1hs:t the initials :tiv
A. Tbia i itlu* article Ilml has been -o

|s,7()
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THE STANDARD MOWER.
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In

LADIES.—The celebrated

Ao. ‘il

I

Secretary.

a

Ax Ancient Hf.i.tc.

re

aceouiiuodation.
DR. D1X having devoted over twenty years to this
particular branch ol the treatment of all diseases peculiar
to females, it i>- now conceded by all, (both in this country and Europe,) that he excels all other known practiciouers iu the sale, speedy and effectual treatment of all
(••male complaints.
11 is medicines are prepared with the express purpose
of removing all diseases, such as debility, weakness, un
natural suppressions, enlargements ol the womb, also al
discharges which llow from a morbid state ol the blood.
The Doctor is now fully prepared to treat in his peculiar
style, both medically and surgically, all diseases of the ;
female sex, and they are respectfully invited to call at

EBEN BLUNT, Vice President.
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particularly invites all Ladies who need a Afalical or
Snrf/iml adviser, to call at his Rooms, .it Kudicott St.,
Boston, Mass., which they will iind arranged for their
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cbarges are very moderate. Communications sacredly
Confidential, and all may rely on him with the strictest the Company, and are allowed thirty days
ami confidence, whatever may be the disease, con- payment ot renewal premiums,
secrecy
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And

ol the life and health ot others, there are those among
them who even perjure themselves, contradicting giving
mercury to their patients, or that it is contained iu their
nostrums, so that the “usual fee” may be obtained for
prolessedly curing, or “the dollar,” or fraction of it,”
may be obtained for the nostrum. It is thus that many
are deceived, also, and spend large amounts for
experiments with quackery,
DR. DIX'rf

■
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Wholesale Rooms, 13 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK,

QUACKS ARE NOT IGNORANT.
Notwithstanding the loregoing facts are known to
some quack doctors and nostrum-makers, yet,
regardless

jftir- This being a MUTUAL Company, Hie profit accruing from the business will !».• returned annually t<>
the assured.
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false certificates and references, and recommend
alions ol their medicines by the dead, who cannot expose
or contradict them ; or who, besides, to further their impositions, copy from medical books, much that is written
of the qualities and effects of different herbs ami plants
and ascribe all the same to their Pills, Extracts, Specifics
&c., most of which, if not all, contain Mercury, because
of the ancient belief of its “curing everything,” but now
known to “kill more than is cured,” and those not
Killed, constitutionally injured lor life,
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who know little of the nature and character of
Diseases, and less to their cure. Some exhibit
Diplomas ot Institutions or Colleges, which never existed
in any part ol the world; others exhibit Diplomas ot the
Dead, how obtained, unknown; not only assuming and
advertising in names of those inserted in the diplomas,
but to further their imposition assume names of other celb>rated physicians long since dead. Neither be deceived
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And
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long experience, practice,and observation.
AFFLICTED AND UNFORTUNATE,
be not robbed and add to your sufferings in being deceived
by the lying boasts, misrepresentations, false promists,
and pretentions of
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proudly refers to Professors and respectable Physicians—
many ot whom consult him iii critical cases, because ot
his acknowledged skill and reputation, attained through
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avoid and escape imposition ol foreign and native
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SELF ABUSE ND SOLITARY HABITS,
Their effects and consequences;
SPECIAL AILMENTS AND SITUATIONS,
Incident to Married and Single Ladies
SECRET AND DELICATE DISORDERS;
Mercurial Affections Eruptions and all diseases of tin*
Skin; Ulcers of the Nose, Throat and body; Pimples on
tlu Face;
Swellingot'the Joints; Nervousness; Constitutional and other Weaknesses in youth and the more advanced, at all ages, ot
both SEXES, single or married.
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A Rook ot 125 closely printed pages, lately issued, contains a list of the best American Advertising Medium-',
giving the names, circulations, and lull particular concerning the leading Daily and Weeklv Political and
Family Newspapers, together with all those having
large circulations, published in the interest of Religion,
Agriculture, Literature, &c., &c. Every Advertiser, and
every person who contemplates becoming such, will find
this book of great value. Mailed free to anv address on
receipt ot fifteen cents. €*KO. I». IUMVIM, A
( O.. Publishers, No. 10 Park Row, New York.
The Pittsburg (Pa. Leader, in its issue ol May 20,
“The linn ot
P. Rowell & Co,, which isWO, says
sues this Interesting ami valuable book, is the largest
and best Advertising Agency in the United States, and
we can cheerfully recommend it to the attention of those
who desire to advertise their business «(-i<ktttitii*u1l.v
and NvatematU-all.v in such a way; that is, so to «■
cure the largest amount of publicity for the least expenditure of money.’*

BABY.

MFASURINGJTHE

attention of persons making investment of
money is called to the above very desirable security.
The Bonds run lor twenty years, at six per cent, interest in gold, and are secured upon the roadbed of the
corporation, which costs nearly nine hundred thousand
dollars. The whole amount ol these bonds to be issued
is limited to one hundred and tiliy thousand dollars,
each bond bearing a certificate of one of the trustees
that it is a portion ot the said limited amount.
The money markets of the world do not present a
better or safer security.
These bonds are now oili-red for sale on liberal -terms.
\V. T. COLBURN, Treasurer.
Apply to
I,'it
Belfast dune l, is;u.

Newspaper
Advertising.
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Ji f failing to cure in less time than any
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other physician, more effectually and
permanently, with
less restraint from occupation or less
exposure to all
weather, with safe
pleasant medicines.
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the District
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Inventors who wish to take out Letters Patent are ad>mali ogin w ho are caught in the fact,
vised to counsel with Ml'N.N Me CO., editors ot the
r- th
big one-, or hold them intact;
Scientific tine riant, who have prosecuted claims before
ill* '-b aling rascal-mid similar jobbers,
the Patent Otlice lor over Twenty Years. Their Amerii.-«
! parlimnit ary. “Uadieal" robbers,
can and European Patent Agency is the most exten-ivo
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PRIVATE MEDICAL OFFICE,
scientilieally and chemically Com21 Eiitlicott Street, lloMtou, WitMM,
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front roois, herbs,
bined,
strongly
is so arranged that
patients never se*' or hear each other
and barks, that its good effects are realised immediately
the only entrance to his office is Wo. 21, hav
after commencing to take it. There is no disease ot lIn- Recollect.,
no
connection with his residence, consequently no
human system lor which tin YEUETINK cannot be used ing
with I'KKi i-.ct s.\ ri rv, as it does not contain any metal- family interruption, so that on no account can any person
hesitate applying at his olllco.
ic compound.
Foi eradicating all impurities id the
DR. DIX
blood from the system, it has no e<pial. It has nev-r
tailed to effect a cure, gh ing tone ami strength to tin- bohlty asserts, (and it cannot be contradicted, except by
quacks, who will nay or do anything, even perjure theinsystem debilitated by disease.
ui j.iiIts wonderful effect upon these complaint iwlves, to impose upon patients,) that he
iS IIIK o.NI.V lltiOl LA It DJIADUATIC 1*11 \
H IAN
ing to all. Many have been cured by the \ F.cETINF
A I>\ KUTISING IN 1U» leN.
who have tried many other remedies, it can well he
called.
TWENTY YEARS
THE GREAT
engaged in treatment ol‘Special Diseases, a fact so well
known to many Citizens, Publishers, Merchants, Hotel
Proprietors, &c., that he is much recommended, ami par
i> i» v
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That super!) and world-renowned work of art ‘‘HIar*li.tll * IIfhigrauu; »t lYatliiiigThe best paper and tin grandest engraving in
t«u.'
America. Agent report “making $17 in half a day.”
“Sales easier than hooks, and profits great it.” Ladies
or gentlemen desiring immediate and largely remunertivc employment; book eauvassers, and all soliciting
agents will lind more money in this than anything else.
It is something entirely new, being an unprecedented
combination and very taking. Semi lor circular and
terms to jr, If. FOiftl) %V < 0
Puldidkcm, :$<>
Park Han. Hew York
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For example, an Exchange says: “Tin-: ItriiAi. is
the mast Eleyantty 1‘rinted, Ably Edited, Widely ('irenlated and Heartily Welcomed Taper, as a whole, which
now now Jinds it way a many the People.*1
I ry it! Only $1.50
Vol. XXII. begins July g.
per volume 01 ~’n numbers, or $3 per year. Less to clubs.
Subscribe NowAildress
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Said house is located near tin* loot of .Main 'tut, in the
tei.
business portion of the city, and hut a few
trom
the depot of the H. & M. L. U. It.
II is a new and commodious hoe e, with good roomall tiuished and furnished in modern style, and travellers and guests will receive every attention and aecommodations to be found at other jirst rluss hotels.
A good Livery Stable is connected with the1’ house
where te (In U ill lift iv e the best of CUfC at all times,

J. SAN HORN, Jr.
Hellast, dune 1, !><?*».
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